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I. THE TEMPLE AT TALMIS 

THE Roman garrison town of Talmis, now called Kalabsha, 
lies in Nubia a little South of the Lesser Cataracts of the Nile 
and was the seat of a god called Merul or Melul, a name hel- 
lenized as Mandulis. He was worshipped elsewhere in this 

region, as for instance in a temple of his own at Ajuala and in 
the temple of Pettsi and Pihor at Dendflr, and again further 
North at Philae, where a figure of him was in A.D. 394 sculp- 
tured on the North wall of the 'Hadrian passage,' but he is at 
Dendir described as 'great god, lord of Talmis,' and Talmis 
was certainly the center of his cult.- The first religious edifice 
known there was built by Amenophis IV,2 but Professor Griffith 
informs me that there is no likelihood that Mandulis was wor- 

shipped in it, his name being unknown in Pharaonic Egypt and 

apparently non-Egyptian. In later times a Ptolemy - the 
third, fifth, sixth, or ninth - erected a chapel to Mandulis, 
and then under Augustus 3 began the construction of a great 
temple of which imposing remains survive to this day. Build- 

ing was completed by the time of Vespasian, but the mural 
decorations were still unfinished in Antonine times.4 Ptole- 
maic and Roman interest in the temple may have been due to 
a political purpose, the desire to make it a place at which the 

My thanks are due to Professors W. S. Ferguson and F. Ll. Griffith for their kind- 
ness in reading a first draft of this paper and for various corrections, to Mr. C. F. 
Edson for much assistance in its completion, and to Professors Campbell Bonner, 
R. P. Casey, F. Cumont, W. F. Edgerton, F. N. Robinson, and W. Schubart, and Drs. 
H. Lewy and W. W. Tarn, for friendly help. 

1 A. M. Blackman, The Temple of Dendbr, 80 f. My information on Philae is due 
to Professor Griffith. 

2 H. Gauthier, Le temple de Kalabchah, I 218 ff. 
3 Under him the temple of Pettsi and Pihor was built at DendfIr. 
4 Gauthier, 69. 
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nomads would come to worship together with the peaceful 
subjects of the Empire. In any case, there was no Egyptian 
settlement at Talmis in Roman times; there are very few 
Demotic graffiti.5 At the end of the third century the town 

passed out of Roman hands, and in time the temple became a 
church dedicated to St. Archelaus.6 

Mandulis was worshipped at Talmis in two forms, as a full 

grown man and as 'Mandulis the child.' The two shapes actu- 
ally appear side by side in the reliefs which adorn the cella. 
He was probably a solar deity, and was commonly associated 
with Isis, who had a dominant position in this region.7 She 
takes precedence over him, as does also Osiris, in his occasional 

appearances in the temple reliefs. Other deities figure at times- 
Buto often, Harendotes, Hathor (both of these with the young 
Mandulis), Chnum, Satis, Arsenuphis, Min occasionally. There 
are representations of royal offerings to Isis and Hathor, to 
Osiris and Isis, and to other deities with whom Mandulis does 
not appear.8 

So much we learn from the decorations. To the Graeco- 
Roman population it was the temple of Mandulis and 'the gods 
with him.' It attracted considerable attention, being new and 

magnificent and remote. The soldiers quartered there and men 
who came from a distance 9 made numerous acts of veneration, 
proskynemata, on behalf of themselves and of those near and 
dear to them, sometimes of their horses and commonly of 'who- 
soever reads this' (that is to say, reads this aloud, as the 
ancients ordinarily read a book: it is like the good wishes for 
the reader of an epitaph, who was thought of as thus giving 

5 F. L1. Griffith, Journal of Egyptian Archaeology, XV, 1929, 74. He has now four 
graffiti from Talmis. 

6 A. H. Sayce, Revue des etudes grecques, VII, 1894, 294. 
7 For her association with the sun cf. P. Oxy. 1380. 187 if. ijXcov 4ir' 4vacroX-js p - 

XP' Ha0Ews a0 ir or&eipec. 
8 At Debod Mandulis was associated with Geb and Nut; Lanzone, Dizionario di 

mitologia egizia, 301. 
* Gauthier, p. 243 no. 8 00Xov KcL rpoEdKreALaa; p. 268 no. 1 ~XOov ELs 

T&Xp•e, Xo&d.K K' Kal rpoOeK~orVtaa; p. 239 no. 1 (the vision of Maximus discussed later) 
paKahpo, 

ST' 

qpyv i~pepla r6 rov ka0piaeat; p. 278 no. 23 Kal yap k&c rap&d aois ?rpoftpots JOov. Most 
of these texts are to be found in Fr. Preisigke, Sammelbuch griechischen Urkunden 
aus Agypten. 
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to the dead man a momentary animation). Those which are 
dated range from the time of Vespasian onwards; the last 
dated inscription (not a proskynema) of the Roman occupation 
belongs to 248/9.10 

II. PILGRIM RECORDS 

Greek settlers in Egypt and elsewhere were accustomed to 
make these records. There are hundreds of graffiti in the ruined 
shrine of Memnon at Abydos, and of statements by men that 
they had seen the colossus or the pyramids or the Sphinx or 
the royal tombs at Thebes. Some of these reflect only the de- 
sire to leave one's name and to immortalize the moment, as 
Greek mercenaries in the sixth century had left their names on 
the legs of a gigantic statue at Abu-Simbel, and as lovers on 
Thera recorded on the rocks of the island the attainment of 
their desires. The art of writing was not then old in Greece, 
and the instinct for self-dramatization was at least as strong 
there as in humanity at large. Religious emotion, like other 
emotion, called for expression, and some inscriptions indicate 
the pilgrim rather than the tourist. The pious commemora- 
tion by a man of himself and of his friends is known at Syra and 
at Grammata in Epirus and elsewhere,1" but in far greater 
measure in Egypt and Syria. Here it is in the main to be re- 

garded as a habit due to the incoming of Greeks and Romans 
into a strange and impressive atmosphere; the ruins in par- 
ticular invited scribbling, and a scribble cost less in trouble and 
expense than a stele. In earlier times we have countless me- 
morial stones for the dead at Abydos and Busiris, bringing their 
names before the attention of the gods and recording supposed 

10 Gauthier, 268 f. no. 1; 193 f. 
n C. I. L. III 583; C. I. G. 1824-7; at Sunium (B. Snell, Ath. Mitt., LI, 1926, 

159 ff., citing parallels from Attica and from Acrocorinthus); in the Petraean valley (M. 
Rostovtzeff, Caravan Cities, 139). Plutarch De curiositate, 11, p. 529 D, mentions the 
habit of writing on walls. 'So and so remembered so and so with good intent.' 'So and 
so is the best of friends,' and the like. Cf. Friedliinder-Wissowa, Sittengeschichte 
Roms, 10th ed., I 443; and, on the general character of the graffiti at Thebes, J. Bail- 
let, C. R. Ac. Inscr., 1920, 107 ff. and Inscriptions grecques et latines des tombeaux 
des Rois ou Syringes & Thebes, fasc. IV [M6m. inst. fr. arch. Or. XLII]. 
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'royal offerings' for their welfare.12 Many of these stelae begin 
"Adoration to Osiris, homage to Isis." So prayer and praise 
were made for the dead by others, and this is perhaps the ante- 
cedent of the later form of proskynema made by one man for 
others living. In general the religion of the dead came first in 

Egypt; statues were dedicated in temples in order that those 
represented might enjoy offerings and, in addition, a certain 
continued existence in a holy place, 

And feel the steady candle-flame and taste 
Good strong, thick, stupefying incense-smoke. 

Nevertheless, Egyptian model letters include pious aspirations 
for the benefit of the recipient like those which we find in Greek 
papyrus letters,"3 and proskynemata in temples for other living 
persons may later be discovered from the period of Egyptian 
independence. In any case, although private offerings were not 
nearly so common then as afterwards, and although religion 
was then in a high degree the affair of the king and of his 
deputies, who (like Ichernofret) set their memorials in the 
temples, there are nevertheless sporadic and striking instances 
of the desire of humbler individuals to leave some reminder of 
themselves before men and before gods, and to show personal 
religious devotion. Certain stelae from the Theban necropolis 
record men's piety and penitence.'4 In the Ramesseum there 
are graffiti by natives, though here it must be remembered that 
the building fell into disrepair in the twenty-second dynasty 
and was adopted as a cemetery by certain families of Theban 
priests related to the royal house.'5 But as early as the twelfth 

12 J. Baillet, La regime pharaonique dans ses rapports avec l'evolution de la morale 
en Egypte, 368. 

13 So in a letter of the time of Meneptah quoted by J. Cernf, Bull. inst. fr. arch. 
Or., XXVII, 1997, 164 f. "Je dis & Amon, Mout, et Khons, a l'esprit dans le cedre, 
amour de Thebes, sur la route de la Cime, a Amenophis de la Cour, a Amenophis, favori 
de Hathor de Persea, a Amon d'Opet, aux huit babouins qui sont dans la cour de 
Hathor, residant ' Thbbes, a la Grande porte de Beki, a tous les dieux et deesses de la 
Ville, que tu sois sain, que tu vives, que je te voie sain et que je t'embrasse, pendant 
que tu es dans la faveur des dieux et des hommes. Que ta sante soit belle dans la maison 
d'Amonre, roi des dieux." Other examples in A. Erman, Literatur der Agypter, 952 ff. 

14 Erman, Sitzungsberichte, Berlin, 1911, 1086 ff.; G. Roeder, Urkunden zur Re- 
ligion des alten Agypten, 57 ff. 

15 Quibell-Spiegelberg, The Ramesseum (Egyptian Research Account, 1896), 9. 
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dynasty the Egyptians who went to the mines at Sinai put up 
elaborate votive inscriptions recording that they owed their 
success to divine favors,"' and in the Middle Kingdom those 
who quarried at Hatnub put up statements of their sacrifices 

accompanied by representations of themselves: the style is 
based on that of grave stones and includes the funerary habit 
of claiming virtues, and once a pair of eyes is chiselled in the 
wall as on tombs. There are representations of potentates who 
did not actually visit the mines, and a graffito for one. These 
Hatnub records are not exvotos; like the epitaphs which they re- 
semble, they are directed to posterity, and one includes a promise 
of a safe return to whoever reads the text.17 In Ptolemaic and 
Roman times we have numerous votive graffiti and other in- 

scriptions in Demotic which resemble closely the familiar Greek 
stelae."1 The wide extension of this usage among natives is 

perhaps due to a heightening of individualism; the nominal 
Pharaoh, whether Ptolemaic or Roman, was an alien ruler 
enthroned in an alien city, and religious practices, for the Egyp- 
tian as for the Jew, were a symbol of national and local feeling. 
At Philae these graffiti continue into the fifth century A.D.; 

one text tells how an official of the Ethiopian king Taqreramane, 
of the time of Trebonianus Gallus, composed his hymn of praise 
to Isis; she had heard his prayer and brought him and his 
companions safe and sound to Egypt.19 In the Semitic area 

16 R. Weill, Recueil des inscriptions 6gyptiennes du Sinai; V. Loret, Kemi, I, 1928, 
99 ft.; Blackman, Bull. inst. fr. arch. Or., XXX, 1980, 97 ff. The language of these 
texts is very constant in character, and clearly there was something of a convention, as 
in the records made at Kertassi of thanks after each successful transportation of stones. 
I follow L. Deubner's interpretation, Orientalistische Literaturzeitung, XVI, 1913, 
501 ff. of the texts edited by F. Zucker, in Roeder, Dedod bis Bab Kalabsche [Temples 
immerges de la Nubie]. 

17 Die Felseninschriften von Hatnub nach den Aufnahmen Georg Mtillers heraus- 
gegeben und bearbeitet von Rudolph Anthes (K. Sethe, Unt. z. Gesch. u. Altertums- 
kunde Xgyptens, IX, 1998); similar records in J. Couyat-P. Montet, HammAmAt- 
OuAdi (M6m. inst. fr. d'arch. orient., XXXIV, 1912) of people who came to get stones. 

18 E.g. those at Medinet Habu, discussed by W. F. Edgerton, American Journal of 
Semitic Languages, Jan. 1934 (available to me in advance by the author's kindness). 
For Demotic graffiti in the crypt of the Osiris temple at Karnak, cf. W. Spiegelberg, 
Ann. serv. ant., III, 1902, 89 ff. (late Ptolemaic). Coptic Christianity continued the 
custom. 

19 Cf. H. Brugsch, Thesaurus inscriptionum Aegyptiacarum, V, 1002 ff., 1014 if. 
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the desire for self-record was strong, as we see it in Job's desire 
(xix. e3-N4) that his words might be graven with an iron pen 
and lead in the rock for ever; votive inscriptions by common- 
ers are not frequent, but we have some from South Arabia,20 
and at Carthage there are many records from individuals of 
their sacrifices to Tanit.21 

The visiting of holy places in ancient Egypt was associated 
with the great festivals to which men came from far and near, 
just as in Syria and Mesopotamia. To the newcomers these 
holy places were all interesting, and in the mixed culture which 
followed upon intermarriage the pilgrimage habit became a 
typical form of piety. One of the inscriptions in this temple at 
Talmis gives a series of maxims from a man called Sansnos; 
"Revere the divine. Sacrifice to all the gods. Travel in homage 
to each temple. Believe above all in your ancestral gods and 
revere Isis and Sarapis, the greatest of the gods, saviors, good, 
kindly, benefactors." 22 The custom was observed faithfully 
by men with Egyptian names. Thus the temple at Ajuala, 
probably dedicated to Mandulis, has on one block of stone the 
proskynema of Amatisis Nentiris, a priest.23 

Talmis has many proskynemata directed to Mandulis, some- 
times coupled with the deities associated with him in the 
temple; none of them distinguish the younger and the older 
Mandulis. Now there is a very notable fact about these acts 
of devotion. They are all painted in red letters on the outer 
fagade of the pronaos, in the porticoes on the North, South, 
and East of the court, and in the pylon. There are naturally 
none in the cella, for this was a temple in actual use and the 
priests alone would penetrate to the cella. Short proskynemata 
were commonly inscribed on the stones of temples in use as 
well as of ruins,24 but may it not be that a special authorization 

20 Nielsen, Handbuch der altarabischen Altertumskunde, I 230; for graffiti on Sinai, 
dated 147-253 A.D., cf. B. Moritz, Abh. Gittingen, XVI ii, 1916. 

21 K. Preisendanz, Pauly-Wissowa, IV A 2186 ff. 
22Mitteis-Wilcken, Grundzige und Chrestomathie der Papyruskunde, I ii 147 

no. 116. 23 Blackman, DendOir, 65. 
? So for instance at Philae; G. Deville, Arch. Miss. scient. 2nd Ser., II, 1865, 

457 ff. Cf. Mitteis-Wilcken, I ii 147 f. no. 117 (second century, A.D.), and W. Cranert's 
discussion in Raccolta di scritti in onore di Giacomo Lumbroso, 481 ff.; J. Keil and 
A. Wilhelm, Monumenta Asiae minoris antiqua, III 42 f. 
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was necessary for these inscriptions? Even the Roman financial 

authority paid some heed to the making of votive offerings."2 
Perhaps the right to make any such record was accorded in 
return for some donation, just as the right to portraiture in the 

temple of the Palmyrene gods at Doura belonged to benefactors. 
The South portico contains a group of inscriptions which are 

of particular interest and importance. They give expression to 

personal devotion and to the desire to make some special 
glorification of the god. One is the hymn of Maximus the 
decurion, written in Sotadeans which pass into hexameters and 

pentameters and contain the writer's name in an acrostic.26 
Maximus speaks of his desire to visit the blessed place of loneli- 
ness (paKrpLov o6r7' 3077~ 

Ipq•l•as 
76-6rov 

o'aOp•oaL), 
a phrase which 

is noteworthy because it reveals that fascination by loneliness 
which we find elsewhere attested for Egypt. Apart from 
Philo's account of his own practice and of the Therapeutae, 
and Chaeremon's description of the life of the Egyptian priests, 
there is Plutarch's story of the hermit who lived on the shore of 
the Red Sea, holding Pythagorean or Platonic doctrines. He 
met men once a year but consorted otherwise only with wander- 

ing nymphs and daemones. He was very beautiful, and free 
from all disease. Once a month he ate a bitter medicated kind 
of herb. He knew many languages, but to the informant he 

spoke Doric for the most part, in a manner approximating to 

poetry, and when he spoke there was a fragrance in the place. 
He devoted himself to various sciences, being inspired for one 
day a year to practise the prophetic art.27 This is of course an 
imaginative picture, but it has much in common with the texts 
at Talmis. The idea that solitude was desired by philosophers 
appears in Porphyry and elsewhere.28 The earlier dissemination 

25 Gnomon of the Idios Logos, ? 97 1. 216 (P. M. Meyer, Juristische Papyri, 339): 
for official interest in Talmis, cf. Mitteis-Wilcken, I ii 102 no. 73. 

2 Re-edited by G. Manteuffel, Eos XXXI, 1928, 181 ff. and in his De opusculis 
graecis Aegypti e papyris ostracis lapidibusque collectis (Travaux de la Soci6t6 des 
sciences et des lettres de Varsovie, XII, 1930), 198 f. 

V De defectu oraculorum, 91 p. 421 f. 
*8 Porphyry, De abstinentia, I 36 speaks of Pythagoreans and others fPn ol A rd& 

opyparaeLa 
Xqpla KaroVTowv; Epist. Hippocrat. 1i. I of Heraclitus as 

Lb&&'ovros 
Tr&MroXXa 

a &rVTposLc Kal 
kpquJlj.qa. 

Dio of Prusa devotes oration XX to an attack on the idea 
that retreat is necessary for serious study. Euseb. Hist. eccl., VI 9. 6 implies that 

philo- 
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of such feelings helps us to understand the group of latter-day 
pagans who gathered around Antoninus in the Delta,29 and the 
rise of Christian monasticism. The Graeco-Egyptian was 
drawn to Alexandria, but he was also repelled, and even men 
who were moved neither by the Pythagorean belief in the value 
of silence nor by any Christian revulsion from the world felt 
at times a certain wish for retreat and seclusion. 

We must dwell a little longer on the hymn of Maximus, be- 
cause it makes explicit much which is of importance for the 
understanding both of the text which is the special object of 
this study and of the world of thought and feeling to which it 

belongs. Maximus came to this blessed place of quiet with a 
clear conscience, free from all guilt, and was seized with an 

inspiration to compose. He fell asleep and dreamed that he was 

washing in the waters of Nile and that Calliope was singing 
among the Muses. Then the real impulse to write in Greek free 
from barbarism came to him from Mandulis, who strode forth 
from Olympus on the right of Isis.30 His praises follow, in a 
semicreedal style; it is told how day and night and the hours 

worship him. 
On the same wall, but not immediately beside this, is in- 

scribed the text which follows on p. 61, and above one of the 
doors another telling of the anonymous writer's visit, "Having 
beheld where thou wast, having duly adored thy godhead." He 
then prays that he, his wife, and his children may be delivered, 
and promises to tell of the god's story.3A Similar prayer con- 
cludes another hymn found on the East wall of the court; the 

petition is that Herodes may reach his homeland again.32 This 
text is very fragmentary, but so far as we can judge may well 
have identified Mandulis with both Apollo and Horus. In the 

sophic life and retirement went together: ef. Justin Martyr's story in his Dialogue of 
how he entered into solitude in the hope of se-ing God. For pq.dla, cf. Chaeremon ap. 
Porphyry De abstinentia, IV 6 jpepcawofs t~ elvac, of Egyptian priests, and Athanasius, 
Vita Antonii, 49 (XXVI 913 C Migne) el 6b O' ikes & svrs peeTpv. 

29 Eunapius, Vita Aedesii, p. 41 ed. Boissonade (1822). 
30 The position of honor from a Greek's standpoint (R. Wtinsch, Archiv ftir Reli- 

gionswissenschaft, VII, 1904, 99). 
31 H. Gauthier, Ann. serv. ant. Pg. X, 1910, 76 if., 125 ff. 
3 Ib. 83 'Hpd',qP raXtvopaov (?) a rv ?s rarpl6G lUaOat, where a")v must be an error 

for 
ii.v. 
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court is another brief invocation of Pythian Apollo, meaning no 
doubt Mandulis, and a Latin hymn to Apollo, which again gives 
the writer's name in an acrostic.33 

The form of most of these is conventional; they are tours de 
force, like the records which people made of having heard the 
response of the Memnon's colossus to the first rays of the rising 
sun, or of visits to Philae. The Muses appear, as of old to 
Hesiod and Callimachus; there are Homeric commonplaces as 
well as the new technique of the acrostic. From the point of 
view of religious history we learn only that Mandulis was 
equated with Apollo, that he was closely associated with Isis, 
that purity of conscience was regarded as a preliminary to in- 
spiration, and that here as elsewhere the recording of an ex- 
perience was regarded as an act of piety. To be able to do so 
in a difficult style was moreover a mark of divine help. Synesius 
in his work on Dreams (3) says that unlettered men may fall 
asleep, meet the Muses, question them and receive answers 
and become cunning bards. This, he states, has happened in 
his own time and does not to him seem surprising.34 

III. THE VISION 

We come now to our text.35 I give it first as it appears on 
the stone, making no attempt to reproduce letter shapes. 

AK TINOBOAEAEMHO TA 
MANAOTAI TI TANMAKAPET 
2HMIAZOT TINAAAMIIPAOEAMENO2 
EIIENOHIAKAIEHIIOATIIPAFMOAAA?2QAAO 

Ib. 89 and Temple 278 no. 23; Buecheler Carm. Lat. epigr. 271. 
3 Professor F. N. Robinson draws my attention to the parallel of Caedmon, in 

Bede's History, IV 23 f., to its repetition in connection with the Old Saxon Heliand; 
the story of Aeschylus in Pausanias, I 21. 2. Julian Ep. 89 p. 302 A (p. 142 Bidez- 
Cumont) says that most hymns were given by the gods in answer to prayer, and a 
few composed by men under divine inspiration: in Corpus Hermeticum, XIII 18, we 
have 6 a6s A6,os 3' t'AoD ,cbjiE 

?E. For parallels in Christian monasticism cf. R. Reitzen- 
stein, Historia Monachorum und Historia Lausiaca, 135 ff. 

31 First copied by Lepsius, Denkmiler, Abt. VI Taf. 97, nos. 451 (1-14), 455 (15- 
21); 463 (6-13), then by Gauthier, who first recognized that the three texts of Lepsius 
belonged together (Ann., X, 1910, 87, and Temple, 241 IV). Since the time of Lepsius 
some letters which he read have become illegible. Puchstein's emendations are from 
his Epigrammata, 71 ff. Preisigke includes the text in Sammelbuch, no. 4127. 
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5 IAENAIOEAQNEIZTIOHAIO AAO TPION 
EMAT TONE1HOIH2AMHNIIA2;H2;KAKEIA2; 
KAIHAZHl... . 0 TOM2KAIAPNETZA2ZE2XIIOATN 
XPONON ........ T IEIAZETIEBIA.INEK .... 
EIIE........ KAIENOEAMAMENOZANE .... 

10 NETR ...... EAEIA2LMOIZEAT TONEN TO 

XPT2'I ...... KAO2;AI . . TEPUN TATON 
OTPANI . .. . AONKAI2TOIII. A(?) . . NAEMMATA 
KATAAEINONNTKTIAPOMON .. NI( ?)AA . IIIATONIIOIH2A- 

MENOM 

ENGKAIArIf TO T TH~AOANA IAZTAA TIAOTIAMENO0 
15 4AI ....... ONHAOE2~KA TAKAIPONANA TOAAZ 

11OIO ...... EI. TONION2HKONAOANOTEL2;KAINAGEMHN- 
OIAN 

HAPEXQNKAIATNAMINMEPAAHNENOAM2EErNO?NMANAOTAI 
HAION TONIIAN TEIIOO THNAE2LHO THNAIIAN ThNBA2IAEA 
AIGNAIIANTOKPATOPA TOhNETTTXE2;TATfTNAA•NThNKATO- 

IKOTNTQN 
20 HNOHAIOZMANAOTAILAPAIIA THNIEPAN TAAMINH TIZEZ TI- 

NTIIO 

TAIKA ......... OEIPA1MTPIHNTMOTI2IAOZ. 

APP. 4KAI ? AILepsius. 

5 Dot slightly above line as mark of punctuation. 
7 Lepsius read HIIA, gap, OTOL (gap of ca. 5 letters: in his no. 463 KAIHA 

...... OTOZ). 
8 L. read XPON, then gap of ca. 8 letters; Gauthier gives 8 dots in Annales, 

9 in Temple. At end 4 dots in Ann., 3 in Temple. 
9 EIIE L. 451 and G.; 2IHE L. 463. Gap of ca. 9 letters in L.; 8 dots in 

Ann., 12 in Temple. 
10 Gap of ca. 7 letters in L.; 6 dots in Ann., 10 in Temple. 
11 Gap of ca. 6 letters in L.; 6 dots in Ann., 8 in Temple. Between AI and 

T, 1 letter in L., as also after T. 
19 So L.; Gauthier gives as L.'s reading OTPANIQEIAQAON. L. has 

XTOIII, 3 letters, NAEMMATA. 
13 NTKTIAPOMON in L.: then 1 letter, then NAA and 1 letter. Gauthier 

as text. 
15 Gap of ca. 7 letters in L.; 7 dots in Ann., 9 in Temple. 
16 Gap of not over 3 or 4 letters in L.; 6 dots in Ann., 7 in Temple. ZON 

in L.: EON Gauthier. 
There is a bar over first A of AOANi . 

21 Gap of 8 letters in L.; 9 in Ann., 10 in Temple. 
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The basis for reconstruction is far from ideal: Gauthier's 
number of dots in each of a number of gaps varies from his 
first to his second edition of the text, without explanation, and 
the original squeeze of Lepsius is not extant.3" 

Some of the gaps in this defy restoration, and not a few of 
the supplements proposed are purely tentative. 

aKTLVO3BO6 6~Eor6rTa, MavsoiXL, TL7~v, MaKapei3, I rlfh 
ov rwa 

XapQiTrpa GOEevos I C7rco-ob a Kai 4roXvrphyuora a aXsl 5, ,Lva 
04XwV, EL arb 1 (= El) 6 iXtos. aX6pLoV I 4Lpavr6v -rot-o-a-v orja7s 

KaK•as 
I Kal •irarl? [•oE]6To70 Kal ayveboRas 's 7roX"v I xpovov [Tr6 Gio 

Ej]TL GEOaS EV(7-i3as LVeK[eV] I -e7rGvOv- /.7V Kal CE'vG (T&Mvos 'r[-4v]. 110 

VCbw[v ydap Kar]C'Lh s OL 0 EaVToV , ' 
7T I XPvUW [...... ] KMoOS 

t . T. pwvra 7TV I ovpavtw . . WXOV KV L 7TOW L . .a. V E/LEaT 

Kara LV), 'VUKTippoIOV . . va a . 7rarov roLna/IEVos, jI v C Ka CL'yc( 
7 ( w 7 avadas ian XovEvos I [v 

6•rep••]ov. 
iX8e Ka 

KaLpov avaroXas I 7roLo ...... . . ELS TV ob(T7KV, OavyE 7E (TPj KaL Vaj 

EIrVOLav I rapdXWV Kal bivaLtV •~y , vLa ET ~"-vwv, Mavvo-XL, 
7XLovY 7vraVTcwr7rT7lV •ETerbr?6v, 

' 

.rdivrTWv 
aoXia, I Atiwva 7raVroKpL- 

Topa. W& 7(jV Er7vXTeaTrwV XajV TWV KaTOLKOiVrWV, 120 ir 6 0jXLOS 
MavboXLEs 'yarqr, 7-)v lepd• TaXLwv, 

•'TLS 
iv brb 

i trA TKa[TrrTpa 

7s eve]OEelpaS IjvptLpwvviov "ILtbOS. 

7 •6e6ros. Puchstein read &Oe6brpros: the error may be due to the inscriber. 
Rhetorios in Cumont, Catalogus codicum astrologorum graecorum, 
VIII iv 179. 21 lists together roXl~rIpoi~s Oltovs peraLeXTT7tKOb' S 460- 

Tra KXC7rr as &6ovs &X ovs KTX. But this may be due to Christian 
ideas and I am not wholly satisfied with this rather theoretical word. 

8 I restore exempli gratia. The name or some epithet of an incense offering 
is required. According to Plutarch, Is. et Os. 52, p. 372 D jpykpas 
K~UTt7ls T•LXW&s ErtOv.tLLWtL 7 WXLI)W, rl~iTLV tV brA V 7r s & 

&'va•os, ao-jpvav 36 1eaovpaPvovyv, r6 3d KaXoV'uEVov KLt 7rLepl ovao-as; for its 
composition cf. 81, p. 383, E: so we should perhaps prefer 

KN4• 
e7L. 

Puchstein reads Xpbv[ov OvWj/Lart]. 9 reOvad6rp v Puchstein. I restore &vErarlYv, comparing Corp. Herm.,XIII 
20, fpovXj 7r T^ dYa-rvrav/va., IX 10, 1v 77 KXhyl 7EL Erave7?raTaarTO; 
and the frequent use of this word and its correlatives in Christian lit- 
erature for "comfort, refreshment." For the form cf. I.G., XIV 158 
davanral. 

11 ff. defy exact restoration. The sense was probably something like 
Puchstein's XpvaoAr7w crKarEL &anirep&cvra r6v obpnw ov irbXov. 

13 [M va?] Puchstein. 

a So Professor W. Schubart informs me. 
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15 Sense demands something like this or CaL/tph6'p.roTroV; now that 11. 15 ff. 
are known to be a continuation of 1-14, Puchstein's qalqbspe "AroX- 
Xov leaves the E v clause without a main verb, and according to 
Gauthier's first report there is room for 7 letters at most. For the 
opening of the sentence with "XGes cf. Theocrit., XII 1. 

16 Puchstein 7rotobv'LEos, perhaps rightly. I am inclined to suppose that A 
is an error for 2 and that the true reading is oaoivy re au 'to your cult 
image'; for O6avov as a technical term in inscriptions and papyri cf. 
Preisigke, Wdirterbuch der griechischen Papyrusurkunden, III 382 
and p. 93 later [Puchstein proposed a(0)hv(a)rE, a, Kal 

,va]. 21 Restored by Puchstein, who refers to Kaibel, Epigrammata graeca 
833. 1 for Isis as E'7rX6Ka/uos and to the plant "Iat6os rpiXes. 

We may now attempt a provisional translation. "O rayshoot- 
ing lord Mandulis, Titan, Makareus, having beheld some 
radiant signs of thy power I pondered on them and was busied 
therewith, wishing to know with confidence whether thou art 
the sungod. I made myself a stranger to all vice and all god- 
lessness, was chaste for a considerable period, and offered the 
due incense offering in holy piety. I had a vision and found rest 
for my soul. For thou didst grant my prayer and show me 

thyself going through the heavenly vault; then washing thy- 
self in the holy water of immortality thou appearedst again. 
Thou didst come at due season to thy shrine, making thy rising, 
and giving to thy image and to thy shrine divine breath and 
great power. Then I knew thee, Mandulis, to be the Sun, the 

allseeing master, king of all, allpowerful Eternity. O happy 
folk, that dwell in the city beloved by the Sun Mandulis, even 

holy Talmis, which is under the sceptre of fairtressed Isis of 
the countless names." 

This text is in prose, but it is to be noted that it is inscribed in 
lines of very unequal length, the conclusion of each coinciding 
with the conclusion of a word.37 At the same time I cannot dis- 
cern any metrical structure or principle of division into cola 
in this arrangement, apart from the third line, which consists 
of four dactyls if, as is likely, aolnya is to be scanned as a dactyl. 
The rhythm may be accidental, or the phrase may be borrowed 
from some poetic hymn - or again the writer may have liked 

- The record of the miracle at Panamara in 41/0 B.c. has unequal lines - not as 

unequal as ours, but like them, so far as we can see, all ending at the end of a word 
(P. Roussel, Bull. corr. hell., LV, 1931, 82). 
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the feeling of having secured a verse rhythm. But he is certainly 
not a self-conscious artist in prose: he had no feeling against 
hiatus. The arrangement remains odd and puzzling. It cannot 
be explained, I think, from any desire to produce some artificial 
shape as a jeu d'esprit - such as the Pipe of Theocritus, and 
the Wings, Altar, and Swallow-egg of other poets (Anth. Pal., 
XV 24-7). 

I may here add a few notes on linguistic points. 

1 aKTLVOf6XE. aKTLVoPXW& is cited from Philo etc. by Stephanus-Dindorf, 
Thes., I 1370, and had a technical sense in astrology, 'aspecting from 
the left.' Of the adjective the only other example known to me is 
Melito IIept Xourpoi, 3, 6s, av • rXaiov 

b660,, 
^hea aKTLvofoL dKLO OLS pa- 

irats KaraaXAaL 
T 7r'v yjv (E. J. Goodspeed, Die iiltesten Apologeten, 

311): but it occurs as the name of a horse on a curse-tablet from 
Berytus, (2nd-3rd cent. A.D.), published by P. Mouterde, Melanges 
de l'Universite St. Joseph, Beyrouth, XV (1930), 106 ff.; other horses 
there mentioned have solar names, e.g. 'A 

7"ro70s, 'AvaroXtLK6S (cf. ib. 
p. 119). 

2 Tardv. Poetic commonplace; cf. p. 102 later and note the mock-heroic use 
by Colotes in Usener, Epicurea, 145, note on 1. 5 77rapet, Ttryv, T'r 
OKOTf- 7irav-a EK 5lXWi; 

MaKapei. Helios has in mythology a son called Makar or Makareus 
(Schirmer in Roscher, Lex. II 2288 ff.); but I suspect that 

.taKape•. is here used as a supposed recondite equivalent for p.Kap. There is 
no certain example of this epithet, but we should perhaps restore 

/.taKap[Ev al]]&cte in Preisendanz, P(apyri) gr(aecae) mag(icae), HII 24. 

3 rp/lia. aor-elov has a variety of meanings in connection with deities: 
(1) attribute. 

So in Dio Prus., XXXVI 43 of the distinguishing marks of the sun's 
four horses. J. A. Cramer, Anecdota Parisina, III 103 ff. prints a 
note (of Tzetzes ?), IIEpt T•r ^O•Ieov 

'HXMov Kal OaXa'o7s. Here 

o-l•.iEov 
is almost 'characteristic.' Similar works on the o-rn/eua of the 

other gods follow. 
(2) More cryptic distinguishing marks of deities, as P. gr. mag., 

II1499 (cf. 624), addressed to the sun, olt rov y 
r 

oi6t.?a 
Kal Tra %rap6- 

uoylta 
Kal plop4&s Kal KaO' &pavy Ts Et Kal Ti ov U volua; the list which 

follows gives the shape, tree, stone, bird, and the mystic name of the 
sun in each hour. The list differs in order from that in IV 1636 ff. 
These orneia correspond to the aiyP,4oXa claimed by the magician in 
IV 2290 ff. when he is acting an imaginary divine r61le e.g. &aKOvUrOV 

ro.. 
ro'- yp oov ObuLP 

oXov. rT aO-avaX6vby ov EKpv4la Kal 
KXE^.Sa Kparw. Cf. Hopfner, Pauly-Wissowa, XIII 752 ff. and Griechisch- 

agyptischer Offenbarungszauber, I 99 ? 401. 
abv0ir/a 

is used in an 
oracle in Porphyry, De philosophia ex oraculis haurienda, p. 151, ed. 
Wolff, of symbolic attributes. 
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(3) Miracle, as commonly in N.T.; sign vouchsafed in the course 
of a prayer, as P. gr. mag., I 64 ~irat BE oot 5LCjKOVTL 

T1V 
X6yOV 

a7ji•OV vbqE; IV 2940 arpolt+o1 
^ e r9po'0077. 

(4) Supernatural sign indicating the state of affairs; e.g. Cassius 
Dio, passim; Suidas s.v. 'Hpd'iaOos; cf. Lydus De Ostentis, proem p. 3, 
Wachsmuth. 

The range of meaning is wide, arising out of the general sense, 'in- 
dication pointing to a fact or a person'; thus in Egyptian documents 

arOuiEov is used of 'distinguishing marks' enabling one to recognize a 
man; (F. J. Dolger, Antike und Christentum, II, 1930, 287). The 
sense here is probably general, 'indications.' Cf. above all Gregory 
of Nyssa, Oratio catechetica, I 11 (XLV 16 Migne) oi;vrws al 6 io' TOEoi0 
X6yo0s T7 /LnY •el +dVTcywaL KaO' EaVToV &t 

p~r•at 7rpos KEclYOY, 7rap' oi 7•7) 
brobaTaorv EXEL- 7T yE T-TaLa (? 1. TaT6cL) 3ELKV6EWV EV 

9 
vUTEa, c rEpL 

TopV OeyV KaOopaTat, 0 avToS E•TCL KaTCd Tr7P wCfty EKELL9t 7TC d 7T^o a'- 

To7yvWoptapy 
o,7" EVptLoKOEVO1 EC7"TE 

yap 
,yaO67"rSr, 

E•t7E &ylaLtlS, E'ThE 

oofla, +E17E "r5 a'dibhs 
ELva,, 

EL•T7 r KKitas Kl l O a rov 0 KaCL Oopas avE- 

rL&KKTOV, LTE ToE iv a'T rLVT7 XELOV, E 7 TL TOLOVTOV OXps cO'pEbv 70S• 7rOLTO T T O73 To) S Krarpos KaTaXWI/eos, &b T&7v aVbT&12p Ep•'eL OrpfIEtW1V KG~L 
OVy 4 EKEVOtl)rU 1E?T Ta X6yov. 

3 edairzvos for 6Eaaad'lEos. Here, as in 6E66roS (7), if that be correct, a 
syllable has been swallowed up in pronunciation or in writing; for 
analogies, cf. L. Deubner, Attische Feste, 9 f. 

4 bioXvirp&'ywoaa. For this form I can give no parallel: but it is to be 
noted that popular Greek made new formations freely, e.g. in -tco 
(L. Radermacher, Neutestamentliche Grammatik, ed. 9, 36 f.). 

8 OElas +raEepelas. 
This is a peculiar phrase, for GEzos is properly applicable 

to that which belongs to the gods or partakes of their qualities; so 
even in Chaeremon ap. Porphyr. De abstinentia, IV 6, r~ Elda yvo E0 

KaLL ELt7rvolqa and P. gr. mag., XV 3 ELOV V po-ra, which is like Aeneid, 
VIII 373 'dictis diuinum adspirat amorem.' The nearest analogy 
which I can find is [Apul.] Asclepius, 11 p. 47. 22 Thomas, 'si foret 
diuinae pietati conplacitum,' but that means "the gods in their pious 
wisdom." 

9 vE0a'dLuEVros. The verb appears to be found only here; it suggests a 
concentrated vision; cf. Porphyr. Ad Marcellam, 13 T7s EKEVOU1 (SC. 
To0 OEov) 

v0opoarEws. 
Easy as it is to supply an object, there is some- 

thing deliberately mysterious about its omission, comparable with the 
use of yvW&ans without a dependent genitive. 

10 
vEb+o'. 

Cf. the hymn to Artemis in P. gr. mag., IV 2248 VEvaov /a&Katpa, 
rplv airvwyUviV KaT7CXal3CO, and 945, 2330. There may be some 

thought, whether conscious or not, of the way in which the images of 
Egyptian gods were thought to give oracles by nodding, on which see 
p. 68 later. i6r'i6 EvevaEov occurs in another of the inscriptions in our 
temple; (Gauthier, Ann. Serv., X 77). 

Xpvo 
.?. 

. Gold is common in epithets of the sun; cf. P. gr. mag., 
II 90 ff., III 134, IV 458, 460; XpvaOXEX [sic] in another inscription 
in this temple (Ann. Serv., X 89, no. V); Xpva6bKo.L' "AiAroX[Xov], in an 
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inscription of ca. 500 B.c. in a temple of Apollo at Zoster in Attica 
(K. Kuruniotes, 'APXaLao'yLK6' AeXrLov, XI, 1927-8, 38), etc. 

16 CaKbov. Properly the adyton, or holy of holies. 
18 7arrer7r-lYnv. ravrbrrs is an old epithet of the sun. For this form cf. 

Schol. in Arist. Ach., 435. 
19 Xaov might be thought a literary word, but is common in the papyri; 

cf. Moulton-Milligan, Vocabulary of the New Testament, 370 f. 
20 dyair4. Cf. Dion of Prusa, XXXIII 91, 6 " 

Z~s r&w biro r6bv iXLov 7rb- 
XEWoV IKE'V1YV (s.c. r'v Tpolav) 

/ 
dL XLcwra yairo-iaL; E. Stauffer in 

G. Kittel, Theologisches Wirterbuch zum Neuen Testament, I 36, 
39 n. 94. 

21 jvptpCovV'ov. This is well known as a standard epithet of Isis; cf. a mummy 
amulet published by Preisendanz, etudes de papyrologie, I, 1932, 
19 ff. 1. 13, EelOpnceoE rd Xpbvta 7•r^ KvpI's .VptLowVpovU OeaEs ["IJJLos 
7tLWupqjara]. Her special association with the sungod at Talmis has 
been noted earlier; cf. also W. Peek, Der Isishymnos von Andros und 
verwandte Texte, p. 21 1. 137, a/.uwtroXEbco 'AEXMW to, 

a-LX7L o p&tv aio' 
Xa/.trp& /.ail/.w, KatL /.e 

KaXE.datL rpe.pov, 
with Peek's note, p. 64. 

IV. THE QUEST OF VISIONS 

We have here the record of an experience, set up by its 

recipient. Unlike most of the accompanying texts this is with- 
out name, and there is nothing to suggest that anything has 
been lost at the beginning or the end. Such statements are 
addressed to the deities. This point is perhaps illustrated by a 
curious peculiarity of many of the signed texts; they commonly 
say to-day, o-pEpo'v, 

instead of giving a date.38 This is to our 

great loss, for as to the date of this text we can say no more 
than that it is not later than the latter part of the third century 
of our era. But it suggests the significance which these dedica- 
tions had for those who made them. -7I/.Lpov here, as in the 

phrase from a mystery discussed later (p. 91), reminds us that 
for those concerned the moment was of supreme importance. 
It reminds us also that such a dedication was a religious action, 
just as a hymn or a religious book could be regarded as a votive 
offering giving pleasure to a deity.39 The ordinary exvotos in 

38 Very few graffiti in the Memnonion at Abydos are dated (Perdrizet-Lefebvre, 
Les graffites grecs du Memnonion, viii); few, again, in the royal graves at Thebes. 

3 For hymns, cf. Terpander fr. 1, and the dedication of the paean of Aristonoos to 
Apollo (H. W. Smyth, Greek Melic Poets, 527); for a religious work cf. P. Oxy. 1381. 
151 ff., 168 (in Manteuffel, Opusc., 89 f. This work, supposedly a hellenization of the 
book of Menecheres on Imuthes, was finished according to the god's favor and not 
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the Greek Orthodox Church to-day do not bear names, any 
more than many cheap votive offerings in antiquity.40 The 
attitude appears clearly in the inscription on a votive cross 
Whose name thou knowest, oi~ yOKELS T~ 

T• 
O 6 oGa.41 We shall see 

other points of contact with the Poimandres; here we may 
remark that that treatise has neither author's name nor pseud- 
epigraphic attribution.42 Any such record served a purpose of 
edification to one that should read, as the Arabian Nights 
would say, but it did not minister to the ordinary ancient desire 
to immortalize one's own name. 

Men have always sought to find in this or that way the answer 
to the questions before which their industry and intelligence 
failed. In practical matters this was as common in ancient 

Egypt as elsewhere. On legal and other questions in the Later 

Empire an appeal was regularly made to the cult images of 
deities, as for instance to Amon of Pe-Khenty. The image 
nodded and showed emotion; verbal commands were also 
heard, doubtless through priests who acted as mediums.43 In 
Ptolemaic and Roman times these customs continued, and we 
have a multitude of papyrus instances of the questions, which 
are normally like ours introduced by ei: "shall I marry . . . ," 
"is it granted to me to . . ." 44 

The questions were written 

with the writer's wisdom); for literary works in general, Crusius, ed. mai., (2nd ed.), 
of Herondas, vii f. 

40 These were often dated in fact by being entered in the year books of the priests, 
as Professor Ferguson reminds me. 

41 Dilger, Antike und Christentum, III 96; H. Leclercq, Dict. arch. chr6t., III 
3184 ff., s.v. Cuius nomen Deus scit. In modern Syria Mohammedans, after sacrificing 
at the shrines of saints, leave the imprint of their hands in blood on the door and its 

posts as a sort of visiting card (Fr. Schwally, Arch. f. Rel., VIII, 1905, 89), just as 
visitors to Medinet Habu and Philae sometimes scratched their names, but sometimes 
their feet instead, on wall or roof (W. F. Edgerton, Am. Journ. Sem. Lang., Jan. 1934). 

4 R. Reitzenstein, Historia Monachorum, 9 points out that Historia Monachorum 
and Historia Lausiaca were both anonymous, and that theoretically the Metamorphoses 
of Apuleius was probably so likewise; the author's identity being indirectly revealed 
at the end. 

43 A. M. Blackman, Journ. Egypt. Arch., XI, 1925, 249 ff.; XII, 176 ff., Hoffman- 
Gressmann, Zeit. altt. Wiss., XL, 1922, 110 ff. 

44 Plut. De E apud Delphos 5, p. 386 B, c.; Mitteis-Wilcken, I i, 125; I ii, 149 f. 
nos. 121 f.; for the technique, cf. W. Schubart, Zeit. f. iigyptische Sprache, LXVII, 
1981, 110 ff. In one of the texts at Talmis (Gauthier, Temple, 283 no. 35, N. section of 
E. portico) Mandulis is described as 0Beb Mav•o^VXL, 

'ArbXwcova EeviKOOV Xpqrlpo6br'Yv. In 
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out on sheets of papyrus and handed in for solution, as at the 
oracle of Bes at Abydos. Sometimes an omen was taken from 
children playing with astragaloi, and dream revelations were 
very common, as were interpreters official and unofficial. This 
was an important aspect of Graeco-Egyptian worship. 

The questions thus asked were of a practical and matter-of- 
fact kind. A text inscribed at Elephantine in Ptolemaic times 
tells how king Zoser wished to know the source of the Nile and 
the name of the god to whom sacrifice was there offered. But 
he consults Imhotep (who here appears in his character as a 
historical personage), and Chnum's coming to the king in a 
dream, saying, 'I am Chnum who made thee' is something addi- 
tional and of divine favor: Zoser had not consulted him.45 
Revelations were sought of the true name of a deity, but that 
was for reasons of magical utility, such as induced Isis to force 
this information out of Ra.41 The desire can of course be gen- 
eralized, as in the title of Book of the Dead 17 in the version 
of the New Kingdom "to know what Thot knows by way of 
spells for deliverance, to be acquainted with every sanctuary, 
to be glorified in the hereafter." 47 

The question here put is framed from the point of view of a 
stranger, who does not know exactly what divine reality is 
veiled under the alien name and the alien cult. For him Man- 
dulis is one of the agnostoi theoi in the matter of fact sense of 
deities who happen not to be precisely identified, and not in 
the sense of the un-Greek agnostos theos, who is essentially 
unknowable.48 The uncertainty is one which could be faced by 
intellectual enquiry, such as we find in Plutarch's works, where 
there are many such riddles considered, and knowledge, while 
it is one of the objects of prayer (Isis and Osiris, 1), is sought 
in a natural way; Plutarch looked for points of similarity in 

the temple of Pnepheros and Petesuchos at Karanis oracular responses may have 
been given by the high priest from within the great altar [E. E. Peterson in A. E. R. 
Boak-Peterson, Karanis, 1994-31, 53 f.]. 

4a Roeder, Urkunden, 177 ff. 
46 Roeder in Roscher, Lex., IV 1178. 

47 H. Kees, Totenglaube und Jenseitsvorstellungen der alten Xgypter, 3294. 
48 Cf. R. Bultmann in G. Kittel, Theologisches Wirterbuch zum Neuen Testament, 

I o120 ff., 688 ff. 
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myth and cult and cult-image with known Greek gods. Or 

again, as here, revelation might be sought. 
In the line of Greek tradition it was not unthinkable that an 

oracle should be consulted on such a matter. Delphi had been 

approached to settle the problem whether Lycurgus should be 
honored as a hero or as a god; Alexander had sent to Ammon to 
learn as much about Hephaestion; the men of Miletus and 

Erythrae asked Apollo of Didyma for confirmation of the divine 

sonship of Alexander himself. Apollophanes the Arcadian is 
said to have asked the Delphic oracle whether Asclepius was 
the son of Arsinoe, and therefore Messenian, or of Coronis.49 
In the second century of our era it would appear that Apollo 
of Claros was asked, 'Who is lao?' and men at least played with 
the idea of asking the oracles about ultimate problems of re- 

ligion and morality."5 
A god with an oracle, above all a new god, could be asked 

about himself. The god Glycon, established by Alexander at 
Abonutichus, was asked who he was and replied, 'A new 

Asclepius': 'Different from the old one? What do you mean?' 
'That it is not permitted to you to hear.' 51 Macrobius tells 
how Sarapis was asked by Nicocreon, a Cyprian king, which 
of the gods he was, and replied, that his head was the firma- 
ment, his belly the sea, his feet the earth, his ears in the ether, 
and his eye the sun.52 This is probably a later figment; the 
association of Sarapis with Helios is not known till much later, 
his original functions being those of Hades, and this picture of 
the god whose body is the universe represents the intrusion of 
later reflection. But if this is so, it is significant that the story 
could be told. 

Again, a god could be asked for a special revelation. Pseudo- 
Callisthenes I 33 relates how Alexander sought for the Sara- 

peion as a result of an oracle of Ammon. Seeing the obelisks 
he asked whose they were and was told, Of king Sesonchosis. 
Then he looked at the god and said, 'O greatest Sarapis, if thou 

49 Pausanias, II 26, 6. 
50 Nock, Rev. et anc., XXX, 1928, 280 ff. 

61 Lucian, Alexander, 43. 
62 Sat., I 20. 16. 
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art god of the universe, make it clear to me.' The answer was 
vouchsafed in a dream, in the course of which Alexander further 
asked if his city would preserve his name, and was reassured. 

A similar motif appears in Alexandrian poetry. At the begin- 
ning of Greek literary history Hesiod's story of the birth of the 

gods was set forth as the result of an unsought vision of the 
Muses. But, when we pass to Propertius, we find Vertumnus 
setting forth his attributes, like Isis in her Praises (known from 
various inscriptional copies), and in Ovid's Fasti Janus and 
others appear to the poet when he is puzzled. The form may 
go back to Alexandrian models, possibly to Callimachus. In 
what we have of him the indications are scanty, but in any case 
he too introduces the gods as telling their story at length.53 

In all this there is a strong element of convention, but there 
is also a certain relation to actual practice. The ancients did 
not merely regard the dreams which came spontaneously as 
significant and worthy of interpretation, but they also sought 
dreams which might give light and leading. The Pythagoreans 
heard in the evening music suitable to the reception of mantic 

dreams.54 Further the exegesis of dreams did not depend wholly 
on the empirical pseudoscience which built itself around them. 
Artemidorus IV 80 quotes from Menecrates the grammarian 
the tale of a man who had a dream which none of the experts 
in Alexandria could interpret. So he prayed to Sarapis to solve 
the riddle, and in a dream Sarapis appeared and gave the 
answer. The best parallel to our text is afforded by Marinus, 
Life of Proclus 32 p. 25 Boissonade. There was at Adrotta a 
shrine the divine occupant of which was uncertain. Some of the 
inhabitants thought that it was Asclepius, for the place had 
a table and another feature appropriate to the god, and oracles 
were vouchsafed which sometimes gave health, and those who 
came to it were saved from the greatest dangers. Others as- 

5 R. Heinze, Ovids elegische Erzahlung (Ber. stichs. Akad. phil.-hist. Kl., LXXI, 
1919, vii), 96 f. The call of Callimachus to poetry was probably not represented as given 
in a dream: E. Reitzenstein, Festschrift ftir R. Reitzenstein, 52 ff. On such epiphanies 
cf. Pfister, P. W. Suppl., IV 277 ff. According to a tradition in O. Kern, Orphicorum 
fragmenta 145, no. 62 Orpheus prayed to Phoebus Titan Apollo that he might learn 
the birth of the gods and the making of the universe and received repeated revelations. 

1 Cf. G. M6autis, Recherches sur le Pythagorisme, 30 ff. 
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signed the shrine to the Dioscuri, for two young horsemen had 
been seen on the road to Adrotta. As Proclus was uncertain and 
was praying to the local deities to learn what god or gods 
visited the temple and received honors in it, the god appeared 
to him and said that the two figures were Machaon and Poda- 
lirius. The god actually quoted Iamblichus. There are other 
stories which help us to understand how concrete was this faith 
in the possibility of firsthand information from supernatural 
personages. Philostratus tells how Apollonius of Tyana had 
converse with Achilles and asked him many things (IV 15 f.), 
and in his Heroicus describes the constant dealings of a vine- 
tender with the hero Protesilaus.55 At the end of paganism we 
have the story of Paralios in the life of Severus by Zacharias 
the scholastic. Paralios offered to the demon the usual sacri- 
fices and begged him to indicate by an oracle whether it was 
he or his enemy who was a magician, and whether such an oracle 
had been given about him also. He was prepared to sacrifice 
if assured on this point, but although he proffered the request 
for many days it was in vain.56 This is a Christian story told for 
edification, but it implies that such questions could be asked. 

We have therefore plenty of illustration for the desire to be 
informed of something by a vision. It should further be re- 
marked that visions bulked particularly large in the religious 
life of Egypt under the Roman Empire. Cumont has drawn 
attention to a striking letter of the doctor Thessalus of Tralles, 
who flourished under Nero. This relates how he travelled about 
in Egypt and visited many sacred places seeking to find why the 
proceedings prescribed in the Book of Nechepso did not work; 
coming to Heliopolis, he made the acquaintance of the priests 
and finally asked them whether there was any magical power 
yet preserved. One of them at least enabled him to meet Ascle- 
pius, that is Imuthes, face to face, ~Ibos wrp6 s b6vov, a phrase 
familiar from its use by Plotinus.57 In the last days of paganism 

65 Cf. S. Eitrem, Symbolae Osloenses, VIII, 1929, 1 ff. 
51 Ed. M.-A. Kugener, Patrologia Orientalis, II i p. 28. 

5 Texts in Cat. codd. astr. gr., VIII 3, 132 ff., ed. P. Boudreaux, and VIII 4, 953 ff., 
ed. Cumont; discussed by Cumont, Monuments Piot XXV, 1951/, 77 ff. On p6bos 
irpE p6Vpop cf. E. Peterson, Philol., LXXXVIII, 1933, 30 ff. The similarity to the 
religious quests described by Justin Martyr in his Dialogue, at the opening of the Cle- 
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we have the story in Apophthegmata Patrum of the visit of a 
heathen priest to the Abbot Olympios and of the priest's sur- 
prise on learning that the monks did not enjoy visions of God. 
"When we serve our god, he hides nothing but reveals his 
secrets to us." 58 The magic papyri contain various ways of 
securing direct vision and contact.59 To Philo, in whom the 
Jewish and the Graeco-Egyptian strains meet, the bpaTLK6P 

iy6os, the men who see God, are the highest type of humanity.60 
To them this vision becomes an end in itself; as in Hermetic 
literature, it raises the recipient to the plane of deity. 

The writer of our text has no such exalted conception. To 
him vision is purely a means to a specific end - the attainment 
of certain knowledge. We may suppose that he was inspired by 
various ideas and practices current around him - the possi- 
bility of obtaining answers to questions from an oracle, that of 

getting prophetic dreams, that perhaps of the existence of 
esoteric methods for securing special revelations (though he had 
no idea of the constraining processes which are so prominent in 
them), and again the habit of sleeping in temples to obtain 
dreams indicating the right way of being healed of a disease. 
In magic and in incubation there were, as here, the preliminary 
fast and purification and the incense offering. 

He realized strongly the need of purification. This under- 

lying feeling is wellnigh universal, resting as it does on the belief 
that the impurities contracted in ordinary life require a period 
of quarantine in which to wear off, as both holiness and un- 
holiness are thought to do,61 and on the empirical fact that ab- 
stinence does predispose people to see visions; at this time it 
was widely held that some sort of abstinence was necessary for 

mentine romances and (humorously) by Lucian in his Menippus has been noted; and 
cf. Nock, Conversion, 107 ff. It was a common idea that temples were sources of wis- 
dom; cf. Rhetorius, in Cat. codd. astr. gr., VIII iv, 210, 30 1v le' ipois &vaoarpoa s 7rot- 
oviLvovs irpoao- pre avWre&&, 6VOovcarpv, j paOr rTwv. 

68 Cotelier, Ecclesiae graecae monumenta, I 582. 

69 Nock, Journ. Egypt. Arch., XV, 1929, 380 ff. 
60 Reitzenstein, Die hellenistischen Mysterienreligionen, 3rd ed., p. 317. 
6 For the wearing off of holiness, cf. P. gr. mag., I 41 (after winning a paredros 

abstain from intercourse with a woman for seven days). For freedom from all vice (1. 6), 
cf. Celsus, True Word, III 59 p. 20 Gllckner (in what he gives as a typical proclama- 
tion before a mystery) 6T&S &y47s rr6 7 raVr6s I poovu, Kal TCy 

" 
vxt) ob ' vo-LeO Ka~6v. 
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any serious study, just as for gymnastics.62 Our questioner did 
not depend on any magic method or power to cause the god to 
disclose the truth; the offering of incense was for him a natural 
pious beginning, like crossing oneself. After all, from the time 
of Augustus onwards, every member of the senate offered in- 
cense at the beginning of each of its meetings. Like Plutarch 
(Isis and Osiris, 80, p. 383), our writer may have thought of 
incense as hygienic and purificatory; it continued the work done 
by his self discipline. 

This contrast with magic appears again in the fact that he 
did not keep to himself what he had learned. The Poimandres 
affords a good parallel. The writer of that work had been think- 
ing about nature. His mind was exalted and his bodily senses 
dulled and he saw a divine visitant, who revealed to his eager 
questioning all that he wished to know. Then he passed on this 
new truth to all who would hear and wrote up the account of his 
gratitude in his heart and rejoiced. Thanksgiving was natural; 
that was in place after a prophetic dream or such a revelation 
as is given in [Apul.] Asclepius or a magic process. But here 
that which had been attained did not remain private. 

V. THE CONTENT OF THE VISION 

A man who has a vision usually sees that which is in some way 
already present to his mind, whether above or below the level of 
consciousness. One illustration may be allowed. Sir Edward 
Browne, in his A year among the Persians, 148 f., tells how he 
met a philosopher of Isfahan who spoke bitterly on the futility 
of all systems of belief and in particular on the groundless nature 
of the attempts made to obtain by occult sciences a control 
over the jinnis. He had essayed the traditional proceeding him- 
self; he had settled in a magical circle, he had eaten little and 
daily less, he had seen a lion approach on the twenty-first day, 
as expected, and thereafter a tiger and then a dragon, at the 
sight of which he fled. Later he concluded from his studies that 
these visions were hallucinations, and repeated the process in 

62 Firmicus Maternus, Mathesis, II 30. 15 purus castus esto; V praef. 4 pura mente 
et ab omni terrena conuersatione seposita et cunctorum flagitiorum labe purgata. On 
fasting as a preliminary to vision cf. J. A. Montgomery, J. Bibl. Lit., LI, 1939, 183 ff. 
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a spirit of philosophical incredulity and saw nothing. What is 
more, he had not at this time seen a real lion 

"and my ideas about the appearance of that animal were entirely derived 
from the pictures which may be seen over the doors of baths in this country. 
Now, the lion which I saw in the magic circle was exactly like the latter in 
form and colouring, and therefore, as I need hardly say, differed considerably 
in aspect from a real lion." 63 

We have endeavored to see how our writer would arrive at 
the idea that it was possible to obtain a revelation. We come 
now to the content of the revelation. He obviously expected to 
find Mandulis solar. The speculative tendency to regard many 
gods as solar, which we see at its height in Macrobius, was 
common before and was used by philosophers of various schools 
- and their ideas did filter down to the people. Further, he 
might well know of the dominant position of the sun in Egyptian 
piety, and he may have seen the effect produced by the incoming 
of the first rays of morning into the dark temple. Thanks to 
their orientation, many Egyptian temples were able to catch 
these rays; 64 the pylon of this one faces a little North of East, 
but the pronaos faces East (to judge from the one small plan 
I have seen giving the points of the compass). 

When he proceeds to define the sun's attributes he must be 
telling us what was in his mind, for it is clearly implied that 
all he saw was some appearance of the sun, and the sun's 
nightly bath, and that Mandulis did not say 'I am . . .' Such 
a statement would hardly have been omitted from motives of 
reserve, for divine self-predications of this type were familiar 
and popular. The most notable is that of Isis to Lucius in 
Apuleius XI. He has prayed to the queen of heaven, whether 
she be Ceres or celestial Venus or Diana or Proserpine, or what- 
ever the right name or rite or likeness be. She appears, and 
says that these names and others are hers, but the true name is 

63 Cf. Tertullian De anima 9, iam uero, prout scripturae leguntur aut psalmi canun- 
tur aut allocutiones proferuntur aut petitiones delegantur, ita inde materiae uisionibus 
subministrantur. 

1 Professor Griffith informs me that the original and essential purpose of temple- 
orientation was that the dromos should go straight to the river landing place East or 
West, but that it could be also North or South or for the sun to strike inwards on rising 
over the hills. 
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Isis."6 That the sun set in the Ocean was obvious; that he 
bathed in it was an old Egyptian idea, and the Egyptians like 
others thought of the morning sun as new; in fact they com- 
monly thought of him as passing through two, three, or even 
twelve phases."6 That they thought of him as reborn by the 
lifegiving water is not expressly stated in the texts, but inferred 
by Blackman.67 Certainly they looked on water as revivifying, 
and water of rejuvenation was thought capable of renewing the 

dead.68 Whatever the truth about Blackman's theory, it is not 
necessary to see Egyptian influence here; the 'water of life' is 
a very widespread idea 69 and there is here no word of rebirth 
or of the various solar phases. The nightly bath of the sun 
was a commonplace in Graeco-Roman poetry, and Ovid, Meta- 
morphoses, IV 214 ff. speaks of his horses as feeding on am- 
brosia every night: the second century Christian apologist 
Melito of Sardis treats the sun's bath as an analogy for baptism, 
saying that the sun rejoices greatly in his mystic baptism, draw- 
ing his sustenance from water, and that, remaining one and the 
same, he rises as a new sun for men, strengthened from the deep, 
purified by his bath and, having driven away the darkness of 
night, begets radiant day.70 

The description of the sun as all-seeing is universal, that of 
him as ruler of the world was as current among Greeks as among 
Egyptians. The mutilation of the central part of the text 
compels us to be cautious, but it is not possible that it should 
have found room for the Egyptian idea of the nightly triumph 

"• J. Berreth, Studien zum Isisbuch in Apuleius, Metamorphosen (Diss. Tiibingen, 
1931) 16 ff. has shown the meaning of the story, as that of a revelation. The literary 
fiction is heightened by the fact that Isis is not previously mentioned in the story. 

0 Hopfner, Offenbarungszauber, I 100 f. ?? 405 ff. 
67 Proc. Soc. Bibl. Arch., XL, 1918, 57 ff., 86 ff.; Rec. Tray., XXXIX, 19!1, 44 if.; 

Journ. Egypt. Arch., V 117 ff., 148 ff.; some criticism by H. Bonnet, ArrEAOZ, I, 1925, 
103 ft. 

68 Cf. a papyrus of the Persian period quoted by Ed. Meyer, S. B. preuss. Ak. 1928, 
510 "Ich verg6tte die ehrwiirdige Seele des Osiris Unnofre des Seligen . . . Ich werde 
seine Seele und seine Glieder beleben durch Wasser der Verjiingungs das ihn verjiingt 
zu seiner Zeit ohne aufhiren." 

69 So of those who hear the prophet Corp. Herm., I 29 brpfrqcav aK ro 704 AlpooLou 
ao.70 Aoo , p. 11 Goodspd. 

7o Ilepl Aov7po 3, p. 311 Goodspeed. 
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of the sun over the powers of evil who sought to bar his way.' 
We seem a little nearer to Egyptian thought when our writer 

speaks of the power and breath brought by the morning rays 
into the shrine. This recalls Egyptian thought, according to 
which the sun's rays conveyed a sort of fluid streaming into 
shrines and men.72 Perhaps our writer was in some measure 
influenced by some special phenomenon, such as the proverbial 
musical note caused by the rays which first struck the colos- 
sus of Memnon, or again the way in which the first rays to 
strike the Serapeum touched the cult-image on the lips, 'ita 
ut inspectante populo osculo salutatus Serapis uideretur a 
Sole.' 73 In any case, as has been remarked, Egyptian temples 
were very often oriented so that the rising sun might light up 
their dark interiors. Nevertheless, here also the source may lie 
in thought which had come within the Hellenistic horizon. 
Macrobius, Saturnalia, I 23. 21 says 'postremo potentiam 
solis ad omnium potestatum summitatem referri indicant 
theologi, qui in sacris hoc breuissima precatione demonstrant 
dicentes, "HX* irav'roKpirop, Kb0oe.ov 0rvEvLa, KOaC.Lov bvaeLs, Kbo10ov 

/Js.' The theologi who thus addressed the sun as almighty, 
breath of the universe, power of the universe, light of the uni- 
verse, were probably men (for instance, Neoplatonists) who 
used the Chaldaean Oracles. In the so-called Mithras liturgy 
(P. gr. mag., IV 641) 'thy breath is strong, thy power is strong,' 
L•xb rov ? 7wrvo0t, o-axaE uov 77 Swtag is addressed to Helios and 
there is a direction (537), 'draw in breath (lrvei4a) from the rays, 
inhaling thrice, as hard as you can.' After all, the Stoics thought 
of the pneuma of the universe as fiery. 

71 E.g. Roeder, Urkunden, 1; A. Scharff, Agyptische Sonnenlieder. Ed. Meyer, 
Sitzungsberichte, Berlin, 1928, 503 ff. discusses a solar creed from Karnak of the 
twenty-first dynasty, notable for its slight emphasis on mythological elements and for 
the absence of the usual identification of other gods. K. Sethe, Abh. Berlin, 1929, iv, 
110 urges that this process of spiritualization goes back much further in Egyptian 
history. 

72 Cf. F. Preisigke, Vom g6ttlichen Fluidum nach agyptischer Anschauung, and Die 
Gotteskraft der frtihchristlichen Zeit; also Roeder, Urkunden, 392 for the fragrance 
associated with the sun's rising; K. Sethe, Abh. Berlin, 1929, iv, 90 ff. on the concept of 
Amon as wind, breath of life, spirit. 

73 Rufinus, Historia ecclesiastiaca, XI 93; cf. W. Weber, Drei Untersuchungen zur 
Rigyptisch-griechischen Religion, 9. 
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So far the mental background of this document has not 
shown itself to contain elements characteristically Egyptian: 
it is in the style of later Hellenistic thought. What of the 

description of the sun as all-powerful Eternity? 

VI. AION 

We may first observe that this is a purely descriptive phrase. 
It is not an identification of Helios with some other definite 
divine figure. That should require 7b6 Kal Al&zva. We have the 
indication of a functional attribute and aspect of deity. The 
term Aion was very much in the air. But it must be remem- 
bered that the ancients did not have our distinction of capital 
and small letters. 

Alyv, 
like 2o'ia and XapL~ and Abyos, oscillated 

between being a noun and a personification. Thus an invoca- 
tion in P. gr. mag., XIII 983 ff. starts KbptLO alwPos~ 7VraTa Kr'iaa 
O~&s MbvoS &OEYKTro0 and after magical names ends 6 pkyas 1yae 
Aiv, 6E, (K))p (tos) A'jPv, and in XII 246 we have r7s 6' alcWV 

aifw,'a rp4wzv aCrLv " 'v ;74 

The life of man lies in time and in space: time, like space, is 
the stage on which he acts his part, and it is very easy for him to 
think of everything as in a sense produced or begotten by 
time.75 This is a natural mode of pictorial expression, seen in 

many shapes throughout antiquity. In the older Greek writ- 

ings the predominant word or name is Chronos, not Aion. alcv 
was originally a very fluid word, commonly meaning 'life.' 
Plato, in Timaeus 37 D, gave to it the sense of eternity as con- 
trasted with time, and thereafter this connotation was frequent 
though not inevitable or universal: technical terms did not 
suit the genius of the Greek language. 

74 In the Clarian oracle mentioned pp. 83, 99 the supreme Being is called Aion, and 
we have also a&ixeZ 6' 'v '&1XE6i~7o4 aic'v ai&veao-' 

Trtjl'yvvrat 
EK K Oeo T ab ro. In general, cf. 

Nock, Journal of Biblical Literature, LII, 1933, 137. So amartatat is used to describe 

(a) one of the Ahuras (b) the food of immortality enjoyed by the blessed (Chr. Bartho- 
lomae, Die Gatha's des Awesta, 191, 131: cf. ib. 68, where it is uncertain whether the 

meaning is 'creator of Vohu Manah' or 'creator of good sense'). 
7' Such thinking was elaborated in India; cf. A. B. Keith, Religion and philosophy 

of the Veda and Upanishads, 24, 209, 437, 465 ff. Here, as in Greece, it was the result 
of deliberate thinking; was it so also in Persia? For India and Greece we have a se- 

quence of material which is not available for Persia. 
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It has been suggested that behind much of the use of Aion 
in this sense lies the Persian concept of Zervan, the time or 

space which is the ultimate principle of the universe, the source 
of the good god (Ahura Mazda) and of the evil god (Ahriman). 
In canonical Zoroastrianism this was pushed into the back- 

ground, but in all probability it goes back far into Persian 

religious history, and had originally no taint of heresy; 76 for 
Mithraism Zervan was the first principle." Since Plato in the 
Politicus and Laws gives indications which may be regarded 
as pointing to an acquaintance with Persian dualism, and 
Eudemus, who belonged to the early Academic circle, knew the 
Persian doctrine, it might be thought possible that here Plato 
knew of Zervan: but this is not likely in view of the complete 
absence of mythical concepts from the passage in the Timaeus. 

Aion is not used for this concept by our sources; in Mithraism 
the figure corresponding to Zervan seems to have been called 
Kronos rather than Aion,78 and Philo of Byblus, who as we 
shall see tells of a Phoenician Aion, does not - unless the quo- 
tation in Eusebius fails us in this - use the name Aion in his 
excerpt from a supposed work of Zoroaster, concerning a god 
of this type.79 Eudemus, cited by Damascius, has xp6vos, not 
Pa '.80 ac6ov. 

One supposed instance of Aion in this sense requires discussion at length. 
In the text which Antiochus I, king of Commagene from 69 B.C. onwards, 
caused to be set upon his mausoleum (not much before 31 B.c.) we read that 
his body, which has been favored of heaven till old age, will lie des T% ATreLpov 
ailva (1. 43) in this monument after despatching his soul to the heavenly 
throne of Zeus Oromasdes, and later (1. 112 f.) that it is right for his law to 
be kept by all generations of men oi)v &v Xpbvos ar7Lpos ds baboxy Xwpas 

76 Cf. O. G. von Wesendonk, Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, 1931, 53 ff.; 
A. Christensen, Etudes sur le zoroastrianisme de la Perse antique (Det kgl. Danske 
Videnskabernes Selskab. Historisk-filologisk Meddelelser, XV 9, 1928), 45 ff., and Le 
monde oriental, XXV, 1931, 29 ff.; Cumont, Rev. d'hist. et de litt. rel., N. S., VIII, 
1922, 9 ff.; H. Lommel, Deutsche Literaturzeitung, 1931, 9683 ff. 

7 Cumont, Textes et monuments, I, 19, 74 ff.; Fr. Saxl, Mithras, 71 f. 
78 Cumont, ib. 76. (The passage describing which he quotes from Mythographus 

Vaticanus III appears under the rubric Saturnus. Probably an earlier Greek art-type 
was adapted for this deity, as for Mithras; possibly from Orphism.) 

79 C. Miller, Fragmenta historicorum graecorum, III 571 f. 
so0 Dubitationes et solutiones 1N5 bis (I M85 Ruelle). 
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Tabrs IT i a Lov 3 uopa Kara-rju7.8s1 The natural translation is 'for endless 
eternity' and 'whom endless time sets in the succession of rule over this land 
according to their individual destinies,' the personification of time in the 
second being familiar and spontaneous. Nevertheless, since Antiochus claims 
Persian as well as Greek descent (30, 225), and states that the priest is to wear 
raiment befitting the Persian race (71 f.), and since the gods specified, of 
whom there were two rows of images, are Zeus-Oromasdes, Apollo-Mithras- 
Helios-Hermes, Artagnes-Heracles-Ares, and the deified country of Com- 
magene, a Persian significance has been seen in these phrases. H. Junker 
regards the first as referring to the awaiting of the commencement of the Un- 
limited Aion which is to succeed the 'Aion of long domination' in which we 
live,82 and which will bring with it the resurrection of the flesh.83 

This cannot be right. Antiochus had this monument erected with all 
Greek-speaking posterity in view and clearly employed a skilled rhetorician 
to compose the inscription.84 Although the mausoleum was hard of access, ow- 
ing to the height of the Nemoud Dagh, copies of the reliefs with adaptations 
of the text were set up: of those at Selik and Samosata there are remains of 
which we shall speak later (p. 81).85 The inscription is comparable with the 
Res Gestae of Augustus, which also was set up in various copies. Antiochus 
had no reason, like early Christians in Asia Minor, to veil his meaning in 
cryptic phrases, and I cannot believe that in the phrases quoted any Greek 
of the time would have seen more than met the eye. brWELpos acic is a familiar 
phrase (e.g. arwelpov al&vos, Diels, Vorsokratiker, I p. 16. 14; 7~6 a WEpov 
alc,va, ib. 318. 16; Aristot. ap. [Plut.] Consolat. ad Apoll. 27 p. 115 C: [Plut.] 
111 C, 117 E, the sense in the two last quotations turning on the contrast 
of human life and all time, as in Hipparchus in Diels, II p. 138. 14, c s rps 
rov ~1tiz-Tra-Ta alc&ia; Leisegang's index to Philo, I 103; Proclus, Elements of 
Theology, 206 p. 180 Dodds). So for Xp6vos dbrepos we may quote Plato Rep. 
p. 499 C; [Plato] Epinomis p. 987 A; Aristotle, p. 969 a 29; Diels, II p. 23. 
11; Leisegang, L.c.; J. von Arnim, Stoicorum veterum fragmenta, II p. 163, 
8, III p. 960. 19; Proclus, Elements, 85 p. 78. Neither belongs to the stock of 
conventional phrases used in inscriptions to mean 'for all time,' but this is 
a text in which solemnity was sought. 

When the preposition els is used in a temporal sense it means: (a) till a 
particular point of time, as is 7 &; (b) at a particular point of time, as d's 
7ptrVrY 

7tqpa,; 
(c) into or till the end of a particular period, or for its endless- 

ness if it be endless, as in [Arist.] De mundo, p. 401 a 16 (of Zeus) &'ilKCOV' 
alG&vos aTcpuovos i ELc Tepov alcva; Sextus Empiricus, Aduersus mathematicos, 
IX 62 57) e ye T7j 

GeO•O 
evvota Kal' e a&wo ?OO V KC Ll ELd CalCva~a. Lt•CvL; further 

examples in E. Peterson, EII OEOE , 169 f. (in this usage a terminus a quo is 
stated); (d) for a particular period, as in ElS ~rEavrUT, E l Tov aracrTa xp6vov; in 

81 Dittenberger, Orientis graeci inscriptiones selectae, 383; L. Jalabert-R. Mouterde, 
Inscriptions grecques et latines de la Syrie, 1. For the mausoleum, cf. A. B. Cook, 
Zeus, I 742 ff. 

82 Vortrage der Bibliothek Warburg, 1921/2, 152. 
83 H. Gressmann, Die hellenistische Gestirnreligion, 23. 
84 J. Waldis, Sprache und Stil der grossen griechischen Inschrift vom Nemrud Dagh 

in Kommagene (Diss. ZUrich, 1920). 
85 Jalabert-Mouterde, nos. 51 f. 
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1. 9 of this inscription el~ xp6pov alcwov; el 7ravra r~y al&va (Dittenberger 
Or. gr. inscr. sel., 566. 21); els rTy 

&7TCraraa al&va (332. 32: 138/3 B.C.). One 
phrase, els r6v hreTpov alw& a, is merely an elaboration of this. The sacrificial 
institutions are eternal, a•lbl6w (1. 75 f.): there is no hint of uenturum expecto 
dominum. 

While Antiochus uses oi av Xp6Vos &7retpoS . . . KCRaTaCL-r-TT7 Of future gen- 
erations, he has a little later of the priest (126 f.), oarts re ~iv itboprpy 

Xp6ovq 
rd'tv XLpy ra'rIYv, and of the artistes consecrated as hierodules (179 f.), olrt- 

VeS & EV aKravre Xp6VyC Toro y'Yos 3tabXWhvra.86 Is it credible that there 
should be any fundamental distinction between these phrases? or is it think- 
able that alwy and Xp6bos should be used in studied contrast, without juxta- 
position and some sort of emphatic phrase to underline the antithesis? 87 

These considerations seem to me decisive, but we must pause for a moment 
to take stock of a serious argument advanced by H. H. Schaeder."8 He has 
noted that, while no gods are named or represented save those mentioned p. 
80 and the king as a 'new Fortune,' nevertheless Antiochus states that he 
chose to make the site of his mausoleum a holy throne to be shared by all 
the gods, lepv, 

r'vrVT 
KOLY•, 

V 
o &vaiEtiatL Oe, v, Op6vptoaL (1. 45 f.), in order 

that not only the heroic band of his ancestors may be there but also the divine 
shape of manifest deities may make this place too a witness to his piety. 
Schaeder infers that the real object of worship was Zervan as 'Allgott,' the 
four figures named being his attributes or aspects, and connects them with 
four aspects of Zervan in Manichee texts and also with three puzzling figures 
associated with Zervan in Christian writers. 

The answer is, I think, that while only four deities are named, others would 
be worshipped in the shrine, for instance by adding the formula 'and to all 
gods and goddesses' on occasions of sacrifice. Ancient pantheons did not in 
fact contain representations of all known deities: it must be admitted that 
those of which we have details contained more representations than this 
shrine."8 In any case, this was not a temple: it was a holy place, sacred to all 
the gods, but those of special importance for the king had images. Once more, 
why is this divine unity so veiled? Why does the king use such phrases as 

&aL/1o00Y itr/77Ko0t (59), 
[3a0LXLa•KWV at/6vwv (116), 

•eyhaXwv 'ac/u6vwv 
wi f a- 

VelatL (85), GEjv 7~pjWv' re robrwV (126), 7rarpWovUs raTvras Neobs (224)? 
While he is not consistent, the king appears to distinguish the gods of his 

special devotion from the gods as a whole and to call the first daimones. But 
there is a stronger argument against Schaeder's view. The Samosata inscrip- 
tion gives a shortened version of the text: 90 the twenty-six lines preserved 
correspond to the first 64 of the Nemroud Dagh record. In it Antiochus ex- 

11 Cf. ib. 47, III 14; IV 10, (the Arsameia inscription recording an earlier founda- 
tion by Antiochus for the cult of his ancestors). 

s7 They can be used side by side without distinction, as in Anthologia Palatina, IX 
51. aldCv r•Pvra fpe" oXLX6s Xp6voS o'P eV &l E0/ELV KTX. 

88ss Vortraige Warburg, 1924/5, 135 ff.; cf. E. Peterson, EI2 OEOZ, 245 ff. 
89 H. Jacobi, IIANTE2 OEOI (Diss. Halle, 1930), 99. Note that the explanation 

preferred by Cassius Dio, LIII 27, 2, for the name Pantheon at Rome is that by reason 
of its shape it resembled the heavens. 

90 Jalabert-Mouterde, 52; for the constitution of the text, cf. A. Wilhelm, Wiener 
Studien, XLVII, 1929, 127 ff. 
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pands ,racrp av APX iVv rapaXa&4,v 
into iracrp4 av 

, arXe[Lav rapaXa43cv rapd] Ats- re '2po&dUnoov Kac 'ArbXX[wvos MLOpov 'HXiov 'Ep]poi) Kali 'Aprdyvou 
'HpaKXMovs ["ApeC•], 

omits KOLn'V Gei 6^V 7 av . . . 
KaOtpvo',iF.t7v 

and con- 
tinues [Kal 7roL7oL] pEvos TahXaLas vv'A.LEcws [aKrv TbX-qS 

v:as c]pS 
~j0 

XKL,-tVW cEoiW EYaXC[V T T2v pXcalvC TLLl7)V] El EPL TE XtoLd~ /.L ta 7 TEPLOOU 410(Ttv 

obpa]vlots XapaKT 7pa 1Aop4 s 
bt [in7rgKbOLs avbOpovo]V els 6?E4 tL 7rapiTr7oCIa, 

lE[I/Arlpa SLKaLov vXO 
ao'0OV, 

KTX]. That is to say, Antiochus not merely makes 
his rule a gift from these personal deities, but he omits (a) any reference to 
the dedication of the shrine to all the gods; (b) 

eL• 7rV ~iTretpov alGva - two 
of the three supposed theological shibboleths. 

So much for negative criticism. There is something positive for us to learn 
from this inscription. Firstly, it is unconventional in substance, just as in 
form. Antiochus did not hold the imposing concept of a divine unity with 
four aspects which has been ascribed to him, but religion was a main interest 
of his life and reign: he made his kingdom a home for all the gods (1. 24 ff.); 
he adorned the images of the gods made in accordance with Persian and Greek 
tradition; he gave them sacrifices and festivals. Neither tradition was that 
of his land and what he did does not appear to have struck firm roots in its 
soil." The inscription is not bilingual, like the Graeco-Aramaic text at Ari- 
aramneia.92 Here we see a phenomenon of syncretism in the hour of its birth 
- like the formation of the worship of Sarapis, or the wedding of Bel and the 
Mazdyasnic religion mentioned in a Cappadocian inscription.93 Antiochus 
rules by divine grace, like a Persian monarch; he represents himself in the 
reliefs with the attributes of Zeus, like a Hellenistic monarch; the ritual dress 
of his shrine is Persian, but the idea of the ascent of his soul, while perhaps 
Mesopotamian in origin, was familiar in Hellenistic circles. Secondly, since 
there is later evidence for the importance of the concept of Zervan in the 
Mazdaeism of Asia Minor,94 it is very significant that the idea is not stressed 
by Antiochus. His special devotion, like that of the Persian kings, is to 
Ahura Mazda.95 

To conclude, while Zervan could, like Aion in our text, be called almighty, 
and while he was known to some Greek thinkers, we are not entitled to see 
him in Aion: so far as I know, Aion never renders Zervan.96 

91 H1inigmann, Pauly-Wissowa, Supp. IV 989. 
92 Nock in Jackson-Lake, Beginnings of Christianity, V 177. 
19 M. Lidzbarski, Ephemeris fiir semitische Epigraphik, I, 1900-2, 66 ff. Other 

instances of such action on a lower social plane are Dittenberger, Sylloge, 3rd ed., 985 
(the foundation of the shrine at Philadelphia in Lydia with its special list of deities and 
its moral requirements) and G. Mendel, Catalogue des sculptures [de Constantinople], 
III 54 ff. no. 847, a stele from near Dorylaeum dedicated by a man and his wife 'EpW?- 

ciwv 'Ep/paios aobv yvatKL Ndv •'rpwroTEpEZs b'rp aUvrjO Kal T 7c ViaiWV 'Oai0L, AtKEq WEX4V 
(they are self-ordained priests of this cult). 

14 Cumont, Textes et monuments, I 19. 

95 Cf. Jalabert-Mouterde, 47, VI. 
96 Again in the Orphic theogony of Hieronymus-Hellanicus the Zervan-like figure 

is called Xphvos &ynpaos and Heracles (Kern, Orphica, 130 no. 54: A. Boulanger, Orphee, 
55). Kern, 163 no. 95, has the line Kal 4~biws KXU'Ta C pya •VeE xal at relpLros alcwv, where 
the sense is not clear; ib. 134 n. 56 (Phanes), 7o' a'rerpov 

'reptXa•reL ai•cla, with aicv in 
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We may now attempt to survey some Greek ideas which bear 
on the possible connotation of Aion in our text. (1) The philo- 
sophic sense, stamped upon it as has been said by Plato, - eter- 

nity viewed ideally, in contrast with xpbvos, eternity viewed as 
actual time. Aristotle related alwv especially to the heavens. 
The philosophic sense appears in Corpus Hermeticum XI and 
in a dedication at Eleusis, probably of 74-3 B.c., made 'for the 

might of Rome and the continuance of the mysteries,' and 

stating that Aion abides for ever, without beginning middle 
and end, without change, the craftsman making a divine nature 
eternal in all respects, and that the universe likewise is one."9 

(2) The Aion of philosophy in Hellenistic and later thought 
can be the second god, 

betbTepos 
OE6S, part of the descending chain 

which linked God and the world. So in the Chaldaic Oracles 
Aion is the cause of activity and motion,"9 and in the Naassene 
section in Hippolytus the divine child born in the Eleusinian 

mysteries is explained as being Aiwva A6jovw.99 Aion could again 
be the supreme being. So in one of the oracles from Claros 
mentioned earlier it is stated that the chief deity is Aion, the 
various gods of cultus being a small part of him and his angels.1'0 
An invocation in P. gr. mag., XII 238 ff. is addressed to "the 
god from the four winds, almighty (TraoroKpa&7p), that didst 
breathe into men for life, whose name is veiled and concealed 

among men . . . the water about thee, the Ocean, is Agathos 
Daimon. . . . What Aion, nurturing Aion, rules the aiones 

(ages)? There is one immortal god." This spell, (but not the 
verse hymn which includes the name Aion), occurs in two other 

papyri of the same type. 

a local sense, possibly just as the Pythagoreans gave a local meaning to xpbros (cf. Diels, 
Vorsokratiker, I 355, 5 ff., but the phrasing may be due to our source, the author of 
the Clementine Homilies, or to some intermediary in the line of transmission). 

17 Dittenberger, Sylloge, 1125; 0. Weinreich, Archiv fuir Religionswissenschaft, 
XIX, 1918, 174 ff.; M. Zepf, ib., XXV, 1927, 225 ff.; E. R. Dodds, Proclus, The Ele- 
ments of Theology, 227 ff. 

98 W. Kroll, De oraculis Chaldaicis, 27. Simplicius in Arist. Phys. p. 785. 9 Diels 
(Comm. in Arist., IX) Ka ihXovp T oBios a~P e t 6 xpb'os 6 s 

O•sS br6b 7re XaXbaihv Kal 'Tij 
hXXr1s lepas &YwElTras LtrleOEds. Here XaXaloaw may refer to the Oracles, or to astrolog- 

ical writers; &-ytarelas to Magians and in particular to Zervanite thinkers or possibly 
to Orphics. 11 Refutatio, V 8 45 p. 97. 19 Wendland. 

100 K. Buresch, Klaros, 97 f. 
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These magic papyri are of special importance for our text, 
since the description of Helios as Aion is well attested in them. 
He is addressed as Uioyal cov, alwova• Ai'ov, aKLYOKpaTrWp, alWvowroXo- 

KparTp (I 200), v- Eva Kal lapKapa Trv 
Airowv 

' raTrpa 7T K00--oV 

(IV 1169 f.); we have 6 Tr v XwAv corbros, 6 A'-v r' Awv wv T 
cL•Vov. TV Et 0 KOU/LOKparop, 'P,, IIv (Ib. 2197lff.). Helios is thus both 

Aion and all-powerful. Of course Aion may be distinguished 
from him, as in I 309 and VII 510 (a'b E 6 7rar Trov 7 raXtwyevos 
AC'Ovos, by a transparent allegory), or as in IV 1181 ff., 64&ac 

ov rd T OE47Y.ara,a KoVE .HIMLE, 'raTrp K'00o ... 1205, 0 KVptOS 

i.aprapT7po oov 
T7j qlol, " 

•'nEvT A"wv. SO raVTOKparwp is used 
also of Iao,to1 Typhon, Albalal, Adonai, and Hermes 102 in these 

papyri. Aion is thus a term of fluid sense, popular perhaps be- 
cause of the vague suggestion of the unknowable. It was not 
a proper nomen - hardly an individuality - and is very rare 
on amulets.la3 There was a natural basis for this description 
of Helios as, or in relation to, Aion. The sun was in Egypt re- 

garded as the source of life, and in a hymn of Akhnaton we 
read 'Thou art the span of life itself; we exist through thee.' 104 

And the sun was the measure of the years, and a natural symbol 
for time.105 

101 P. Mich., 193, which I know by the courtesy of Professor Campbell Bonner. 
102 P. mag. gr., IV 272 (Seth, VII 962); IV 968; IV 1552; VII 668. For Helios 

pantokrator, cf. the invocation cited from Macrobius, p. 77 above, for the epithet in 

general, Hifer in Roscher, Lex., III 1558 f.; K. Keyssner, Gottesvorstellung und 
Lebensauffassung im griechischen Hymnus (Wiirzburger Studien zur Altertumswissen- 
schaft, II, 1982), 31, 45 f.; Cumont, Comptes rendus acad. inscr., 1931, 243 f. 

10a A. Jacoby, Archiv, XXVIII, 1930, 275, 285, conjectures that taw/u on one is isop- 
sephic for alwv. Professor Bonner has kindly drawn my attention to AIQ?N, probably 
for AIf2N, on an amethyst, B. M. 56427. The principal feature of the design is a 
Serapis head, with modius and rays on a jar (Canopic?). For the fluidity of alcv in 

magical texts, note that in the text which Dieterich called Mithrasliturgie the subject 
says that he will (520) see r6' dM6marov AioAva Kal Eao'16T7l T& rvpvov 1 m ta37ArWP and 
invokes Aion (594), but neither of the two principal gods who appear after the prelim- 
inaries is so described. 104 Roeder, Urkunden, 65. 

105 Cf. Ps. Arist. De mundo, p. 397a, 9, 
Trov arTpwv M'Xov TE Kal VEasX7)V KWVOV/iXVWv 

v daKpLtEa'rdrots I'TyPOLt •2 al'vos ' ES TEpov a'lcva. Lactantius Placidus ad Stat. Theb., 
IV 516, p. 228 Jahnke, tells of a view emanating from philosophers, Magi, and Persians, 
according to which there is a supreme god distinct from all the gods of mythology 'de 
cuius genere sint soli Sol et Luna.' Among the Trobriand islanders the cycle of the 
year is determined by the economic round of gardening, and the same word does duty 
for yam and for year (Br. Malinowski, J. R. anthrop. Inst., LVII, 1927, 210). 
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(3) Further, since we have noted that Aion can be supreme 
or subordinate, it should be added that the concept of eternity 
could and did present itself in a variety of forms, some specula- 
tive, some commonplace or so to speak sentimental, some myth- 
ological. By sentimental I mean mainly political. AETERNI- 
TATI AVGVSTAE appears with a representation of a temple 
on coins of Emerita and Tarraco struck soon after the death of 
Augustus, referring to his apotheosis. This idea emerges on 

Imperial coinage in Rome under the Flavians and becomes a 

regular deified attribute of the living Emperor, commonly ac- 
companied by sun and moon.'x" On the column of Antoninus 
a young male figure carrying the dead emperor to Olympus 
possibly represents an aspect of eternity, but I think this very 
doubtful."' By the side of this idea of the eternity of the 

Emperor existed the older idea of the eternity of Rome, which 
was thought to be guaranteed by the fire of Vesta and the 

palladium. An inscription of A.D. 32 at Interamna speaks of 
Tiberius as 'nati ad aeternitatem Romani nominis sublato hoste 

perniciosissimo,' after the death of Sejanus.108 In 66, after 
another peril, the conspiracy of Piso, games were held at Rome 

'pro aeternitate imperii,' and the Arval Brothers then and 
thereafter sacrificed to this deified abstraction and prayed that 
the Emperor might be preserved to the same end. Issues of the 
first years of Vespasian have the legend AETERNITAS P. R. 

106 Cumont, Rev. d'hist. et de litt. rel., I, 1896, 435 ff.; W. Koehler, Personifika- 
tionen abstrakter Begriffe auf rimischen Miinzen, I (Diss. Kanigsberg, 1910), 23 if.; P. 
L. Strack, Untersuchungen zur roimischen Reichspragung des zweiten Jahrhunderts, 
1, 186 ff. The sun and moon have been connected with Horapollon's statement that 
one Egyptian hieroglyph for aion was sun and moon, which is true of late Egyptian 
writing (H. Schtifer ap. Norden, Die Geburt des Kindes, 143), though the term so 
translated appears to mean 'all the days,' 'always,' and not an abstraction. I suspect 
that both spring from the same fact of nature, namely that time is made up of nights 
and days; cf. n. 105, and Anth. Lat. 389, 51, Sol saeclum mensisque, dies Sol, annus et 
hora. There is no suggestion that there was any Egyptian religious idea involved, still 
less any Egyptian religious idea which had any chance of being carried Westwards with 
those cult-elements which did migrate. As we shall see, the sun was regarded as typi- 
cally eternal, and this accounts e.g. for the coupling of the legend AETERNITAS from 
the time of Gordian II on with a representation of the sun. Horapollon himself explains 
the hieroglyph, G6d rb aliwrta ,vat aTrotxe•a. 107 L. Deubner, R6m. Mitt., XXVII, 1912, 16 ff. 

108 C. I. L., XI 4170 (= Dess. 157). 
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and the type of Victory handing the palladium to Vespasian - 
after the fire of the Capitol and the other troubles of the Four 
Emperor year.109 That this was the meaning is confirmed by a 
dedication of November 17, 70, 'Paci aeternae domus Imp. 
Vespasiani Caesaris Aug. liberorumque eius.' 110 This emotional 
use of the idea of eternity is seen again in such a private dedi- 
cation as 'Fortunae aeternae domus Furianae.' 11l 

(4) We have seen that Aion is not actually used of Zervan. 
It is however applied to a Phoenician god. The cosmology 
which Philo of Byblus produced at the beginning of the second 
century A.D. as coming from Sanchuniathon, and which in 

spite of its apocryphal dress contains much that is true Semitic, 
describes the birth of a first pair of human beings, Aion and 

Protogonos.112 They are here the first human beings, not the 
first beings. This is of course a Euhemeristic version of the 
tale, and Protogonos looks very like a borrowing from an 

Orphic cosmogony which had in it Chronos as the original god, 
and yet Aion probably represents Baal Shamin, which means in 
the first instance 'lord of eternity' and in the second 'lord of 
the world' 113 - That there is a real substratum is indicated 

by Eudemus of Rhodes, quoted by Damascius Dubitationes et 
Solutiones, 125 ter (I 323 Ruelle), who records a Sidonian story 
of the making of the world with Chronos, Pothos, and Omichle 
existing before all other things, and another cosmogony coming 

109 Mattingly, B. M. C. R. Emp., II Ix. 110 C. I. L., VI 200. 
I" Dessau 1170 (from Albania). Compare the publicist use of aion in the stele from 

Egypt published by O. Rubensohn, Arch. f. Pap., V, 1909, 168 no. 24 alt(? KrpQCeL r7jv 

4tLXo/L'ropaC KaL 4LXa•GEX•oo; the rhetorical use of .b6Pos, the only, and of els 9eb6, 'x is 
the one god' (0. Weinreich, Menekrates Zeus and Salmoneus, 6 f.) and the remarks 
on the Pathosformel in my review of J. Kroll, Gott und Hille (forthcoming in Am. 
Jour. Phil.); Vettius Valens, II 21, p. 86 1 Kroll acdwlovo iy &r•s 

urvuxer; B. Laum, 
Stiftungen in der griechischen und rtimischen Antike, I, 46 ff.; P. Jouguet, Essays 
F. L1. Griffith, 243. Is it fanciful to ask whether the emphasis on the idea of eternity 
of Rome in the third century is in any sense a sort of whistling to keep one's courage 
up in face of external disaster and of the widespread belief that the world was aging? 
For the latter cf. Nock, Sallustius, lxxxvii, xxiv. 

112 FHG., III 565. The god Saeculum frugiferum in Africa may be connected with 
a Phoenician deity (Cumont, Textes, I 78). 

113 Cumont, Religions orientales, ed. 4, 269 n. 109 (cf. Textes, I 86, on sky-time in 
Persian texts). On El as 'King, Father of Years' in the Ras Shamra texts, cf. J. A. 
Montgomery, J. Amer. Or. Soc., LIII 102, 111. 
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from one Mochus, in which Aether and Aer are the first pair, 
and Oulomos, whose name probably means eternity,114 is their 

offspring, Here also Aion is not the supreme being. 
(5) In these texts the name Aion was used to render a native 

name which corresponded to it. Elsewhere it is used in plain 
allegory with no such basis. Thus Athenagoras, Legatio, 22 
refers to the view taken of Isis as the physis or nature of Aion 

Oai t a4WU vos, '? a'o s P7r6YrES E4U`aV K-ai aL t6 7'7praz'TE ELULZ', XE'yoU- 

ou'. Joannes Lydus says of Aphrodite that her birth from the 

genitalia of Kronos was explained as a birth from Aion, (De 
mensibus, IV 61 p. 116. 21); -EXOtZ'aL 6' 

ar', a•tLokLv da7r0 r7o v 

Kpbvov yrE'wiV, rouVroLZairo -r 707 aLcoP, E Oats Tw P r payprca 

at•9rio 
Kal lZO0apros.115 The explanation is clear: Kronos was 

equated with Chronos and the more philosophical sounding 
Aion substituted. Earlier Lydus quotes ol ir~pt 'EpmlEirLtE 

- 

some Neopythagorean or Neoplatonic forgery - as explaining 
one of the Dioscuri as Aion, the other as Physis.116 This again is 

transparent allegory; one of the twins was immortal, one mor- 
tal. (It may be recalled that on some third century coins 
Aeternitas is represented between the Dioscuri.) Elsewhere - 
with the exception discussed pp. 95 f. below - Lydus uses 
alco quite neutrally, either of eternity or of the ages of which 
it is composed. 

(6) Eternity comes to the fore in a late group of poets. 
Claudian De consulatu Stilichonis, II 424 ff. describes how Sol 

prepared a year worthy of Stilicho's consulate. The god 
visited a cave which even the gods could hardly approach. 

annorum squalida mater 
immensi spelunca aeui, quae tempora uasto 
suppeditat reuocatque sinu. complectitur antrum, 
omnia qui placido consumit numine, serpens 
perpetuumque uiret squamis caudamque reductam 
ore uorat tacito relegens exordia lapsu. 

114 N. McLean ap. A. B. Cook, Zeus, II 1037; cf. the magic nomen evXaccw discussed 
by A. Jacoby, Archiv, XXVIII, 283 f. 

11 Cf. Philodemus, On piety, p. 79. 1 ff. Gomperz; Artemidorus, II 37 p. 142. 13 
Hercher (of Aphrodite) 4cYaL dY&p Kal ~ ifrrlp 7i,& 6X•v cO a v'E uat epLo-ra; P. gr. mag., IV 
2917 (addressed to Aphrodite) N4a 'a?trawuyrwp. 

l6 IV 17 p. 78. 20; cf. Dieterich, Abraxas, 130. 
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uestibuli custos uultu longaeua decoro 
ante fores natura sedet cunctisque uolantes 
dependent membris animae. mansura uerendus 
scribit iura senex, numeros qui diuidit astris 
et cursus stabilesque moras, quibus omnia uiuunt 
ac pereunt fixis cum legibus. 

He keeps record of the meanings of the movements of the 
heavenly bodies. When Sol stood on the threshold of this cave, 
Nature and the old man met him respectfully, the doors opened 
and he picked out a golden year. The tail-eating serpent is a 
familiar symbol,"' and yet it seems to me that this is an imagi- 
nary allegorical picture. Aion should properly speaking be 
superior to the sun. As it is, he is a mere janitor, or rather care- 
taker, for Nature is the janitress. The combination of the two 
abstractions has parallels (p. 87). The whole second book is 
filled with personifications who play their parts in honor of 
Stilicho - Clementia, Fides, lustitia, and the like -, and then 
personified provinces, the hero's personified home, and Rome. 
The setting in the cave has caused Gressmann to think of a 
Persian origin for the scene and he has further compared the old 
man with the wellknown figure in Daniel 7.118 If this is so, at 
least we must observe that the sense has been lost with the 
reduction of Aion to a subordinate position. And the cave 
might conceivably be related to the Orphic cave of night."' 

Nonnus again and his imitator Johannes of Gaza have in- 
dividualistic personifications of Aion. Here the figure has no 
attributes of a cultgod and is prominent in the paraphrase of 
the fourth Gospel as well as in the Dionysiaca.120 Again in the 

prayer ascribed to Musaeus, which is prefixed to the Orphic 
hymns, the all-surpassing strength of Aion is indeed invoked 

117 Found in Egypt and on a Mithraic monument and ascribed also to the Phoeni- 
cians (Macrob. Sat., I 9. 12); cf. Cumont, Festschrift Benndorf, 291 ff. 

1s Z. f. Kircheng., XLI, 1952, 175. 
119 A. Dieterich, Nekyia, 159 n. 1; cf. G. W. Dyson in Speculum Religionis . . 

to C. G. Montefiore, 39 ff. 
120 J. Golega, Studien iiber die Evangeliendichtung des Nonnos von Panopolis 

(Breslauer Studien zur historischen Theologie, XV, 1930), 63 ff.; P. Friedlainder, 
Johannes von Gaza und Paulus Silentiarius, 178. Another free personification in Euse- 
bius, Triakonteterikos, p. 206. 15 ff. Heikel. (Note that in Nonnus, XII 93-5 Helios 
is clearly distinct from Aion.) 
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(1. 98) ArTXavr6s TE KaL A'z'tvos ge'y' 7brEtpoXov ioaXbv, after Ocean 
and his daughters and before Chronos and the water of Styx. 
He is here for the sake of completeness,121 but it is to be noted 
that in the collection there is no hymn addressed to him (XIII 
5 'Atwvos Kp6'e rayyEv'erop is conventional allegory) and he has 

certainly no important position. It may be that the writer has 
met the name in a Chaldaic or Clarian oracle or in some philo- 
sophic context. I am inclined to think that the redactor was 

philosophically interested; he certainly did not retain the es- 
sential core of Orphic theology, for all his use of its names and 
literature. 

(7) Complication is introduced by the use of aicwv in Chris- 
tian literature as a term descriptive of a whole category of 

supernatural beings, like 8at'cwv or -rrvx'ea. Their characteristic 
may be the rule of a period of world history, as in Eph. 2. 2 
KaTa r76V apxoira T70 KpOUvO TObTOv, which is synonymous with 
what follows, KaTr 7r6 A PXOorTa 7 s 4ovo'as 70To &pos. More often 
an Aion is the personified representative of a region in the 
stratification of the universe - one zone in the spacing down 
from God to man. Alw^vas in Hebr. 1. 2, 11. 3 is simply 'worlds.' 
It has been recognized that this use has a Semitic background, 
and it does not appear in texts which are in no relation to Juda- 
ism or Christianity.122 The magic papyri are known to have a 

strong strain of Jewish influence and when Damascius speaks 
of theologi as calling the many gods Aiones because of a cer- 
tain property of the first Aion (Dub. 151, ii p. 33. 24), •e7iL Ka1 V 

roLs Ois 0oG eoX6yoL robs rroXvUtbptbovs OeoUs ai&vawS KcaXOotL SL& t? 7 

r,~n 4iy T70o rp'rov 
a'•^oos 

he is no doubt referring to late 
Orphica or Chaldaica coming from Neoplatonic circles, which 
were acquainted with Gnosticism. 

These aWtvEs can be regarded as possessed of personality. 
When Ignatius asks with reference to Christ, (Eph. 19. 2), 
'How was he manifested to the Aiones?' he is speaking of 

m Lackeit, Pauly-Wissowa, Supp., III 67. 
m Lackeit, Aion, Zeit und Ewigkeit in Sprache und Religion der Griechen, I (Diss. 

KInigsberg, 1916) 37 ff. Strack-Billerbeck, Komm. zum N. T., III 671 f. This plural. 
ized abstraction can retain temporal sense e.g. Mart. Matt. 3 (Bonnet, Acta apostolo- 
rum apocrypha, II i, 20. 2), 'IVPTo~i Tb iracu6ov T7v 7T(J aibnw prpea$br~EpovW' &XXh r& 
alWPWP robraWV ( &ryTW rarlp 4yc?,& dEu. 
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powers as personal as 'the ruler of this universe' in 19. 1. The 
term then appears in various Gnostic systems to indicate the 
several members in their chains of hypostases.123 But it should 
be noted that in the use of the term there is nothing that was 
thought to be specifically Gnostic; Irenaeus and Tertullian 
do not question its suitability, and in a work as early and in- 
fluential as 1 Clem. 35. 3 we have 'the creator and Father of 
the Aiones,' as again in Justin Apol. I 41 'to the Father of the 
Aiones.' This local sense of Aion was not thought to clash with 
its use in a temporal way to describe the Present Age and the 

Age to come, and at the same time, as we have seen, there can 
be an Al'v a~nvwv, a phrase which need not at times be more 
than an emphatic way of describing Aion as supremely worthy 
of that name: Proclus, Elements of Theology, 53, (p. 52, Dodds) 
uses it of undivided eternity (as contrasted with the eternity 
in which things eternal participate). 

(8) So far we have considered Aion as a philosophical or 

theological or poetic abstraction or as a semitechnical term in 
a special vocabulary, - as a term descriptive of a god who 
could be recipient of cult and not as a personality who is the 

recipient of cult (unless the representation of a temple with 
the legend AETERNITATI AVGVSTAE, p. 85 is supposed to 

imply a distinct cult of the abstraction, which is possible but 
not certain). In Alexandria Aion appears as the personal object 
of worship. Epiphanius (Panarion, LI 22) describes an annual 
festival in that city on the night of January 5-6 in the Koreion, 
a very great temple. There was an allnight vigil, with songs and 
flute music; then after cockcrow torchbearers entered a sub- 
terranean cavern and brought up a wooden image lying naked 
in a bier, with the seal of a cross on its forehead, two more on 
its hands, two more on its knees. This was carried seven times 
round the center of the holy of holies, with flutes and timbrels 
and hymns. There was a revel, and it was taken back to the 
cavern. The meaning assigned to this by the worshippers, says 
Epiphanius, was that on this very day the maiden (Kore), 

123 Two Roman epitaphs, Kaibel, Epigrammata graeca 649 (= I. G., XIV 1976) 
1. 15 Kal b•<t4ly KarcLTWIKE Kal al&wav wrapkbwKe; 796. 3 ativwv I''revcras 

a6pfraat 4iEa Irp6- 
awira, probably show the Christian or Gnostic concept. 
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that is the virgin, has given birth to Aion; 6TL 
7"Ta'TT 7", •ipq. 

oaKi'l pov 9, Kbp , rovrATvrL 9 TrapGioS, 'dry)'ao T6v Ac'jva. This 

may be a liturgical cry, and the emphatic Tab•I , 
Tn gpqpL QA' epov 

sounds like one, but - and this is generally overlooked - Epi- 
phanius quotes it as an explanation, like the explanation which 

Hippolytus gives of the Eleusinian cry, 
X&'ovo, 87,TL.124 This statement is supplemented by the Alexander legend of 

Pseudo Callisthenes, (in its oldest extant shape probably about 
A.D. 300). This, according to a probable restoration, informs us 
that Aion Plutonius was the patron deity of Alexandria, (and 
was therefore identified with Agathos Daemon, itself also a 

descriptive title applied to the Sungod in magical papyri). 
Further, although this seems not to have been remarked, it 
mentions a very great image of a virgin (K6bprs &yaX.la lEu'ywLooL), 
that is probably, of Kore, standing beside what is called the 
indescribable xoanon. The xoanon is actually of Sarapis, but 
the writer obviously knows something in a muddled way of 
Aion and Kore.125 We have also two citations in Suidas. He 

1 The source of this section is unknown. R. A. Lipsius, Zur Quellenkritik des 

Epiphanius, 933 urged that Epiphanius had indeed invented the name of the Alogi, 
to whom the section is devoted, but had good material for many of his statements. 
He had of course lived in Egypt. 

For the mother as virgin, there are Semitic analogies (W. Robertson Smith, Religion 
of the Semites, 3rd ed., 56, and S. A. Cook's addenda, 520 f.; W. Weber, Archiv fUir 
Religionswissenschaft, xix, 1919, 331 n. 1); the Syrian goddess, like Anat in the Ras 
Shamra tablets (J. A. Montgomery, J. Amer. Or. Soc., LIII 107), is often called virgin 
though she has a lover. Was there here a myth of an annual recovery of virginity, like 
Hera's after a bath at Argos? Or was it assumed that the cycle started afresh each 
year after the death of Tammuz or Adonis - or before the birth of Aion - without 
the worshippers feeling the need of any logical bridging of the gap? In default of 
further evidence, I incline for the moment to the second view. 

For the liturgical to-day, cf. in the Canon of the Mass on Maundy Thursday, 'qui 
pridie quam pro nostra omniumque salute pateretur, hoc est hodie' (present Roman 
rite); 'q. p. q. p. n. et omnium s. p., hoc est hodierna die' (Milan Sacramentary, A 24, 
H. Leclercq, Dict. arch. chret. et lit., XI 1089), and for the antiquity of this phrase, 
A. Baumstark, Jahrb. f. Liturgiewissenschaft VII, 1927, 3. Augustine Epist. 98. 9 (in 
Migne's separate, 1841 edition, ii, 363) says 'Nempe saepe ita loquimur ut Pascha 
propinquante dicamus crastinam uel perendinam Domini passionem, cum ille ante 
tam multos annos passus sit, nec omnino nisi semel illa passio facta sit. Nempe ipso 
die dominico dicimus, Hodie Dominus resurrexit; cum ex quo resurrexit tot anni tran- 
sierint.' For parallels cf. O. Casel, Jahrb. f. Liturgiewissenschaft, VI, 1926, 165 ff. 

1" The line is faulty in the A text and it is likely that Atwn stood in the original 
recension which it represents. So W. Kroll in his edition, I 33, p. 33. 15. Cf. Ausfeld ap. 
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quotes Damascius as saying that Epiphanius and Euprepius 
were two Alexandrians expert in ceremonies, Euprepius being 
the leader of those called Persian, Epiphanius of those to do 
with Osiris, 'and not only of these, but also of those of the god 
who is celebrated as Aion, of whom, though I can say who he is, 
I will not, on the present impulse at any rate.' 126 In another 
article he relates that Heraiscus had a peculiar gift enabling 
him to tell which images were living, i.e. possessed by deities, 
and which were not. So by a really mystic sympathy with the 
divine he recognized that the unmentionable image of Aion was 
tenanted by the god whom the Alexandrians worship and who 
is Osiris and Adonis alike.127 

There is another relevant fact. Cumont has published a bas- 
relief, found probably in Rome or the Campagna, and by its 

style assigned to the second or third century A.D., showing a 

god in Egyptian dress, an ankh or symbol of life in each hand, 
with a twoheaded snake encircling his legs and stretching its two 
heads over his shoulder. In spite of divergencies, he resembles 
the Mithraic Kronos type discussed p. 79. He is accompanied 
by a goddess, and the pair may well be Aion and Kore.128 

What are we to make of these facts? It is now certain that 

R. Reitzenstein, Nachrichten Gattingen, 1904, 317, (but Mr. J. Skinner informs me 
that the Armenian has in fact 'forever' not 'eternity'). Thus Aion becomes a wealth- 

giving and protecting spirit; cf. R. Wiinsch, Archiv, XII, 1909, 32 ff. an amulet 
with a figure like the Mithraic Kronos discussed p. 79 above with magic nomina 
- not the name Aion: S. Eitrem, on P. Oslo. I 16 p. 86 f. In any case we have not 
here the equation of the Aion of cult with the Agathos Daimon of cult: the festival 
of the former was on 11 Tybi, that of the latter on 25 Tybi, and the cult image of Aion 
had none of the snaky concomitants which Agathos Daimon derived from his first 
form as Psoi. Agathos Daimon also had an extension of use which went far beyond its 

special local connotation in cult. On the whole complex in the magic papyri cf. Th. 

Hopfner, Archiv orientalni, III, 1931, 149 ff., 334 f. In P. gr. mag., III 144 
Voew• 

oc- 
curs in nomina addressed to Helios; K/cyq/ precedes (142). 

126 S.v. 'ExTL7vtos; I , 481 Bernhardy, II 391 f. Adler. 
127 I 2, 871 if. Bern., II 579 Adler. I follow the interpretation of R. Reitzenstein, 

Das iranische Erlbsungsmysterium, 198 f. This passage may well come from the Life 
of Damascius (E. von Dobschiitz, Christusbilder, 86*). - For the identification with 
Osiris, it is perhaps relevant that in P. gr. mag., IV 2093 ff. the holy god Osiris c.67-& 

opw is mentioned as the power constraining a dead man's spirit to give a revelation, and 
the figure to be drawn on a membrane is of the type of the so-called Mithraic Kronos 
mentioned earlier, that on the papyrus sheet is Osiris in Egyptian garb; but the name 
Aion is not used, and the Alexandrine cult-type of Aion was different. 

128 Cumont, C. R. Ac. Inscr., 1928, 274. 
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this Aion has nothing to do with Zervan and it would require 
great imagination to see any connection between him and the 
old Egyptian primal divine pair Heh and Hehet.129 The five 
crosses may be ankhs, but if they are they may be due to a desire 
to give the cult an Egyptian atmosphere,13" or they may be, 
as Boll suggested, symbols of the five planets.il3 The rite 
itself, as Kern saw, suggests the drama of the birth of Plutus 
at Eleusis, and it did certainly take place in a Koreion.132 
Further Aion is at Alexandria associated with Agathodaimon 
and he too is a figure with a natural affinity to Plutus. 

The date, January 6, represents in all probability the date 
of the winter solstice in the old unified Theban calendar, and 
it is reasonable to suppose that the date belongs to an old solar 

festival.133 Similar celebration of a virgin birth took place on 
the same night at Elusa and Petra and a coincidence is possible 
only in the borrowing of a celebration of a natural event.134 
How it came to be kept at Alexandria is a mystery, since, Psoi 

apart, that city had no constant tradition of native cults and 
there is no evidence of any celebration on the date elsewhere 
in Graeco-Roman Egypt.135 

I would suggest the actual festival as one of Kore and Aion 
must be referred to a fairly late date. Epiphanius states ex- 
pressly that the temple was one of Kore, which must in Graeco- 
Roman Egypt mean Persephone."36 The term xoanon in his 

129 H. Brugsch, Religion und Mythologie der alten Agypter, 2nd ed., pp. 132 ff.; cf. 
K. Sethe, Vom Zahlen u. Zahlwdrtern bei den alten Agyptern, 11 ff. 

130 We know ancient statuettes with pseudo-hieroglyphic inscriptions. 
131 Ap. Weinreich, Archiv, XIX 187. So in a relief at Doura (in a shrine founded 

A.D. 52) the god Aphlad wears a breastplate, having on its centerpiece the symbol of 
the sun and seven crosses representing stars and more such symbols on the shoulder 
straps and belt (M. Rostovtzeff, Caravan Cities, 186, pl. XXXII, 1; for the star- 
adorned garments of deities, cf. R. Eisler, Weltenmantel und Himmelszelt). The five 
crosses have been connected with the five vowels denoting parts of Alexandria; if that 
were the idea involved, we might expect to find the vowels themselves on the figure. 

132 Archiv, XXII 199 f. 

1 13K. Sethe, Gtittingen Nachrichten, 1920, 33 ff.; M. P. Nilsson, Archiv, XXX 
141 ff., esp. 148 f., 156 ff. 

134 There is evidence for a personified Time among the Arabs: R. Eisler, Archiv, 
XV, 1912, 630 citing J. Wellhausen, Reste Arabischen Heidentums, 66. 

135 F. Bilabel, Neue Heidelberger Jahrbijcher, 1929, 37. 
13- Cf. P. Oxy. 1449 [list of dedications at Oxyrhynchus, dated A.D. 213-7, showing 

that her shrine was there distinct from that of Demeter and mentioning among votive 
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account does not imply antiquity; it is the technical term in 

Egypt for small processional images.'37 
Now Plutus was the child of Demeter and not of Kore, but 

Kore was sometimes said to be the mother of lacchus, a figure 
whose chief function was that his wooden image was carried in 

procession.'38 It is possible that the date, the solar significance, 
and the name of Aion were grafted on some earlier solemnity to 
which the name of Iacchus was attached. 

When all allowance has been made for the gaps in our evi- 
dence, it remains notable that there is at most one other ref- 
erence to what Epiphanius describes as a very great festival 
of Alexandria, and no indication that it spread through the 

land."'9 The one striking evidence of the significance of the 
date is its adoption by the Christians as the date of the Epiph- 
any. While the first evidence for this comes from Egypt, it is 

possible that Syrian custom played as large a part as Egyptian 

objects 'IaxxdpLOv p .EK (pbv), a small votive representation of a shrine of Iacchus]. For 
Kore, cf. also F. Preisigke, Wt'rterbuch, III 390 a. In P. Oxy. 1380, 72 (Manteuffel 
75) Isis is said to be called Kore in the Metelite nome. B. A. Van Groningen, De 
papyro Oxyrhynchita 1380, 22 f., argues that the name denotes some local Egyptian 
deity; if so, the equation was complete. More puzzling still in the same document is 
104 f. v Ma&yoLs K'p1vy eOa(.)vuov; here, however, I infer that no comma is to be placed 
before K. and 0. In any case the text is not free from efforts of the imagination and 
from errors. A mummy label, (Preisigke, Sammelbuch griechischen Urkunden aus 
Agypten, 5508), has the phrase ipv r67r K'p s. I have no explanation for the origin 
of the term, though Demeter and Kore protected the dead: P. Roussel, Les cultes 
egyptiens a Delos, 199 f. 

Presumably the Koreion was distinct from the Thesmophoreion mentioned by Po- 
lybius, XV 29. 8. (Does EAETZEIN, presumably for 'EXevolvLov, on an Alexandrian 
bone tessara found at Kertch and published by M. Rostovtzeff, Revue archeolo- 
gique, V, 1905, 118, represent another temple?) 

137 Dittenberger, Or. gr. inscr. sel., 90 note 107; W. Otto, Priester und Tempel im 
hellenistischen Agypten, I 95 n. 

138 0. Kern, Pauly-Wissowa, IX 621; L. Deubner, Attische Feste, 73 f., 125 f. The 
relevance of the birth of Iacchus was noted by H. Lietzmann, Berliner philologische 
Wochenschrift, 1917, 1466. 

'29 Vita Pachomii (Migne, Patrologia Latina, LXXIII 249) 'undecimo die mensis 
Tybi, id est octauo Id. Ianuarii quaedam apud Aegyptum celebratur ex more festiuitas,' 
has been quoted, but the context indicates that it refers to a Christian and not a pagan 
celebration, and it must be the custom of drawing water on that day, mentioned by 
Epiphanius in another context (LI 30), as done throughout Egypt and elsewhere: it 
is not specifically Alexandrian custom, and Epiphanius does not mention it as pagan 
custom. Cf. on the Epiphany B. Botte, Les origines de la Noil et de l'Epiphanie (Textes 
et etudes liturgiques ed. B. Capelle, I, 1932). 
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in the determination. It is also clear that there was here noth- 

ing as well known and universal as the observance of Natalis 
Inuicti which lay behind Christmas. 

One text may be thought to disprove the idea that the association of the 
festival with Aion was late, and, as will be suggested, of the second century 
A.D. Joannes Laurentius Lydus devotes the fourth book of his De mensibus 
to a survey of the months of the Roman year, one by one, and their festivals. 
Each month has an introduction with the history of its name and something 
about the deity from whom that name was taken. In speaking of January 
he quotes Labeo on Janus and his function, and continues thus: Ao-yiYos U4 
AlwvapLovp avrby i pyL?7dat E taIL /3L at 6L elC 7o0 aWov iZ-aripa, 7 t07L E VOV bV 

PLtavrPv "EXX•v•Es 
~ drov, c~ KaXXlkIaXo~ v rp crWC AirL7t, 

TrerpaClov Aa/act'rov irai^a TEXEorropL7yv, 
?7 &aT rA l7 i la V r70 7 

ror lpa Kca ro 1s IIvOayopEiovs. 60Ev b MeoaXal 
ro7rovy EL~aL vyo alwova voLLetL. Kal 7Kp irT r 

7"I"rrTS 
roV Pv6S robrov 

dopr~p, Al&,voS ~TrE7"~Xovv, 
of 

7rdXaL.140 
That is to say, Longinus interprets 

Januarius as Aionarios, as father of Aion, and Messala thinks that Janus is 
Aion, for the men of old celebrated a festival of Aion on the fifth of January. 

Messala is clearly the augur and antiquarian of the late Republic. There 
is a longer quotation from him on Janus in Macrobius Sat. I 9. 14; 

qui cuncta fingit eademque regit, aquae terraeque uim ac naturam 
grauem atque pronam in profundum dilabentem, ignis atque animae 
leuem in inmensum sublime fugientem, copulauit circumdato caelo; 
quae uis caeli maxima duas uis dispares colligauit. 

To whom are we to ascribe the words Kal y&p . . . ol irdXat? Holl was 
inclined to regard them as a note by Lydus,141 Reitzenstein as part of the quo- 
tation from Messala.142 If this were so, the festival would be as old as the 
reordering of the Egyptian calendar in 26/5 B.c. But there is a crucial diffi- 
culty. As Reitzenstein saw, if the remark comes from Lydus, ol 7rdaXat should 
refer to Rome; there is an alternative, equally impossible, that it should 
refer to the general practice of early humanity." Lydus was capable of 
gross blunders but he was not the man to write oi irdXat for oi 

'AXEfav•pveZs. Nor is it likely that an antiquarian writer of the time of Messala would 

140 IV 1 p. 64. 6. 
141 Gesammelte Aufsiitze zur Kirchengeschichte, II 150 f. 
142 Das iranische Erlbsungsmysterium, 212. 
143 Lydus uses ol &pxao&o of ancient or supposedly ancient writers of the Pythagorean 

school, e.g. II 11 p. 32. 7 of the number six 6Oev Kal oi &pxacio yd&aov Kai 
apstoia, ab7rb 

&xdheora', with which compare the Pythagorean placitum in Stobaeus I proem 10 p. 92. 
3 Wachsmuth rt) 8U 4hac rIL/o Kal 'Ab4pO~1i7lY . I would refer to a similar source, III 12 
p. 54.17 i eop.L7Yia e4aXj) pLp7's 7rpbs r W^y &pxalcow 7poaayopeberatc, comparing Diels, Vor- 
sokratiker, II p. 178. 10 ff. for Orphic circumlocutions, and G. Meyer, Die stilistische 
Verwendung der Nominalkomposition (Philologus, Supp. XVI 3) 192 if. rhXat, raXat&b 
do not necessarily imply a great interval of time; so IV 109 p. 149. 16 7raXaLbt of a 
man of the second Punic war in relation to the time of Julius Caesar. 
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show this knowledge of the date of an Alexandrian festival,44 if indeed the 
facts about the calendar equation were accessible to him and if he lived till 
96/5.145 At least I know no parallel. Again Ovid, who used Verrius - and 
Verrius drew upon Messala - says of Janus (Fasti I 90) 'nam tibi par nul- 
lum Graecia numen habet.' The cosmological view of Janus appears in Ovid 
and was commonplace. It seems to me certain that Messala was thinking 
of Aion as philosophical abstraction and had no knowledge of any cultdeity 
of the name. The quotation in Macrobius is good evidence. 

If we return to the context in Lydus, we see that Kal 7y&p . . . ol rahXac is 
not very logical in its context. This might be due to the ruthless curtailment 
to which the text was subjected. Itself a collection of excerpts, it has suffered 
from a continuation of the process which gave it birth. Now, while changes 
may have been in the main subtractions, there are clear traces of interpola- 
tion also; it is very convenient to interpolate a commonplace book.146 I 
would therefore venture to suggest that this is an addition by an erudite 
scribe or scholiast, who had learned of the Aion festival from Epiphanius at 
first or second hand.147 With such an origin the vague phrase ol ir-XaXL becomes 
fully intelligible. In any case, I submit that it is not wise to treat this pas- 
sage as evidence for the Aion festival in the first century B.C. 

I can conclude only that the attribution of the festival to 
Aion was a fairly late innovation. For this there are parallels. 
We know for instance the reorganization of the mysteries at 
Andania in 92 B.c., and again the complete reshaping by Alex- 
ander of Abonutichus of an old cult into the brilliant ceremonies 
and mystery drama of Glycon; the formation of a half Christian 

14" The date of Demophilos, IlEpT rov irap' dtpXalots OvcLov Kal oprT3v, while un- 
known, is certainly later (A. Tresp, Die Fragmente der griechischen Kultschriftsteller, 
in Religionsgeschichtliche Versuche und Vorarbeiten, XV i, 11, 214): the content of 
Nicomachus Ilepi lopTr&v ALynrrTIwv is unknown apart from the fragment in Athenae. 
XI 55 p. 478 A. Writings with the dates of festivals appear to have been local or na- 
tional in scope. It is unlike the adducing of native rites to illustrate foreign rites, as in 
Plutarch Isis and Osiris, 69, p. 378. 

145 C. Cichorius, Rtimische Studien, 234 makes an attractive conjecture that he 
died in 27/6 B.C.; but I do not wish to lean on this. 

146 Fr. Bdrtzler, Philologus, LXXVII, 1921, 364 ff. may go too far in this direction, 
but there is no doubt that interpolation was liable to happen; cf. for one R. Harder, 
Gnomon, IV, 1928, 648. Cumont, Byz. Zeit., XXX 31 ff. has shown that light is thrown 
on the text by an examination of its use in the Hexaemeron of Anastasius Sinaita. Un- 
fortunately there appears to be no trace of his having known this passage. 

Bbrtzler has recently treated this chapter in his Janus und seine Deuter (Abhandl. 
u. Vortr. hrsgb. v. d. Bremer wiss. Ges. Heft 3/4; Jahrg. 4, Juni 1930, 103 ff.). He 
argues that there has been dislocation and ascribes the reference to the festival to Longi- 
nus. This would not be inconsistent with my view of the date of its origin, but I am 
inclined to think that the explanation given above of the sentence is more probable. 

147 There is a quotation from this passage of the Panarion in the scholia of Cosmas 
of Jerusalem upon Gregory Nazianzen; Cumont, C. R. Ac. Inscr. 1911, 292 ff. 
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community at Berytus; 148 the probably late introduction of the 
diamastigosis at Sparta149 - not to mention the intelligible but 
rare transference of a priesthood at Orchomenus from hereditary 
to elective tenure, in Plutarch's time.'50 Such an innovation 
would often be sanctioned by an oracle or by a supposed per- 
sonal revelation, like that on the strength of which Pacullia 
Annia was said to have revolutionized the Bacchanalia.15' 

The name Aion was in the air and as we have seen emotion 
gathered around it; in Egypt Aion appeared under Antoninus 
Pius in 138/9 as a coinlegend with a representation of a phoenix 
to celebrate the opening of a new Sothic cycle."'2 Was this the 
occasion for the introduction? If so, we could understand the 
failure to copy it throughout the land, since there was now no 
corporate action by the priesthood. In any case, the time is 
appropriate. It is the age of Basileides, whose followers cele- 
brated the baptism of Christ, some on January 10, some of 
January 6.153 Hippolytus quotes the Naassenes as interpreting 
the story of Kore's child as being A1W' Aictwv. There is further 
evidence for the popularity of Aion in the hymns ascribed to 
Mesomedes, a Cretan poet of the time of the Antonines. The 
first is directed to Physis. After the first fourteen lines the 
speaker turns to the sun, and says 

.r 8' • . XaTrpaZs 5K71"4LZ 

Tyatav iraaav zvpPUEvwP 

-rais u-atS PKEV .e yX-pats 
oX3ov 

XiEvw, Ebayn 
yr4 or, IIathv,, 1.3aKXEVbTl 

0.... 
TtarY 114 

148 Described by the Arian historian printed by J. Bidez at the end of his edition of 
Philostorgius, p. 214. 

149 R. C. Bosanquet, Ann. Brit. Sch. Ath., XII, 1905/6, 314 ff.; H. J. Rose, in 
Artemis Orthia ed. R. M. Dawkins (Journ. Hell. Stud., Supp. V), 405. At Athens a 
sacrifice to Asclepius was introduced in the Aianteia (L. Deubner, Attische Feste, $28). 

150 Quaest. Gr. 38, discussed by Halliday ad loc. 164 ff. 
Is' Liv., XXXIX 13. 9. 152 J. Vogt, Die Alexandrinischen Miinzen, I 115. 
163 Clem. Al. Stromata I 21, p. 90 Staihlin. 
154 Ed. Wilamowitz, Griechische Verskunst, 596 f.; K. Horna, Die Hymnen des 

Mesomedes, Sitzungsberichte Wien, 207 i, 1998. 
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"Thou that with bright flames does light all earth, Aion of un- 

quenched flames, look on me with thy eyes, pouring blest 
wealth on thy reveller, Paian ... Titan." It may be that the 
festival was due to some learned or speculative man interested 
in Egyptian tradition who happened to hold high office. We 
know, for instance, of L. Julius Vestinus who was such a man 
and in the time of Hadrian held office as 'high priest of Alexan- 
dria and of all Egypt.' 155 In any case, the tendency to blend 

religious concepts was strong at Alexandria. 
This excursus has been necessary, because the identification 

of Helios as Aion is so important for our determination of the 
mental atmosphere of the writer of our text and because it 
makes it probable that the Alexandrian festival did not influ- 
ence him. We have seen our closest analogies in the magic 
papyri and it is probably from somewhere in that world that 
the idea was taken. Yet I do not press this, for in the second 

century of our era celestial deities were widely worshipped as 
eternal,1"6 as the sun and other gods had been called from of 
old in Egypt.157 Now it was possible to pass from an adjective 
to a noun. There is an instructive passage in Epictetus, II 5. 
13. We must, he says, put up with circumstances; "I am not 
eternity, but a man, a part of the whole as an hour is of a day. 
I must come into being like an hour and pass like an hour." 158 

165 W. Otto, Priester u. Tempel im hellenistischen Agypten, I 59: Claudius Julianus 

(not identified) was Idios Logos and probably in control, A.D. 135-40 (ib., I 174). 
166 Cumont, Pauly-Wissowa, I 696 f. In deus aeternus, numen aeternum used with- 

out any specific divine name we may perhaps see some trace of a feeling for the effec- 
tive vagueness of such descriptive circumlocution: for this in the magic papyri, cf. 
Bell-Nock-Thompson, Magical Texts from a bilingual papyrus in the British Museum 

(Proc. Brit. Acad. XVII), 34, 37. The epithet is in the nature of a Pathosformel. cf. 
n. 111 above. 

157 Thus in the hymns to the Pharaonic diadem edited by A. Erman, Abh., Berlin, 
1911, we read p. 28 'Herrin der Ewigkeit.' 

158 So Corpus Hermeticum, XI 20, where the soul is exhorted to make itself equal to 
God to infinite magnitude, ,ravrs a( Jaroos Kr67Ocraas Kal raVTra Xp6vop bijepipas aucl 

'yeoV, KaL vooELS r6V 0e6. R. Reitzenstein, Gnomon, III, 1997, 82 and Zepf, Archiv, 
XXV, 1927, ,43 write Albv and hold that the reference is to this concrete conception. 
But compare mystical parallels in W. Scott, Hermetica, II 329 ff. - Cf. an Arab say. 
ing quoted by Reitzenstein, Historia Monachorum, 128, 'wer darauf lauscht in Wahr- 
heit, Wahrheit wird,' and Evagrius Ep. 99, ed W. Frankenberg, Abh, Gittingen, XIII 
2 p. 587 j 6b iy a rPLpS YCoUL& Os obLcr05?7jTTLv &VEPLXVLcLc7T6S TE Kal &KarTXqr7Fos 
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Before we return to the exegesis of the other elements in our 
text, I should like to emphasize once more that there was not 
under the Empire a wellknown and influential complex of 
ideas about Aion. This is at times assumed, but cannot be 
substantiated. The word was widespread and clearly exercised 
a certain fascination. But it did not carry with it any very 
definite connotation, and to call Helios Aion was not concrete, 
as it was to call Isis Tyche. Aion does not appear in the Praises 
of Isis at Cyme and elsewhere, except as a conventional word 
for 'time,' as again ryc4 

vi-pa,,os 
Et ts alPos p oU6r, 

in 1. 4 of the 
Cyrene hymn.•'9 In all the literature which speaks of the unity 
of the fundamental substratum of men's beliefs, in all the at- 
tempts of Christian apologists to show that paganism at its 
best was essentially monotheistic, there is not a word of Aion - 
with the exception of so-called 'Oracles of the Greek gods,' 
which quote the Clarian oracle, but do not enlarge upon it.160 
Artemidorus knows the personification of nature, Physis, as 
one of the deities whom a man might see in his dreams (III 39), 
but he does not mention Aion. We cannot expect of so detached 
an observer as Plotinus any great interest in popular notions 
and beliefs, but it is perhaps significant that he says (III 7. 5) 
that eternity is an august thing and identical with God, and 
might fairly be called a god. It is a~ Xi'yoMro, and not X'yErat.161 

159 W. Peek, Der Isishymnos von Andros, 129. 
160 K. Buresch, Klaros, 97 f. 

161 We must here consider one supposed testimony to the worship of Aion; Philo. 
Quaest. in Gen., I 100, preserved in Armenian and commonly quoted from Aucher's 
Latin translation, includes the sentence 'Secundo tempus (ut Cronus uel Chronus) ab 
hominum pessimis putatur deus, volentibus Ens essentiale abscondere.' What Aucher 
gives in brackets consists, as Professor Casey informs me, of words which he thought it 
necessary or desirable to supply. The content in itself indicates that 'tempus' cor- 
responds to Kacp6s, and Dr. H. Lewy has drawn my attention to the fact that the Greek 
original is extant in two independent excerpts, made by Joannes Damascenus and by 
Procopius of Gaza (J. Rendel Harris, Fragments of Philo Judaeus, 19; P. Wendland, 
Neu entdeckte Fragmente Philos, 50 f.). Both give 

Kapb•s. 
The allegorical deification 

of Kairos is well known, cf. A. B. Cook, Zeus, II 859 ft., and it may be that Philo speaks 
of this as a habit of the worst of men in view of its appropriateness to the character of 
opportunists. 
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VII. THE FORM OF THE RECORD 

We see at once in this text that it combines superficial errors 
of spelling and vocalization with language of an exalted and 
literary character. It is instructive to compare it with a num- 
ber of hymns to the sun from late Hellenistic and Roman 

times.•62 There are three inscriptional instances of interest. 
One was found inscribed at Susa, and is at latest of the first 
century B.C. It is like the hymn of Maximus (p. 59, above) in 
its fairly recondite metre - in this case glyconics and phere- 
crateans --which however it combines with the invocation 
Mapa 

•-O, 
in which Mara is Semitic and GEc a vocative absent 

from classical Greek and confined to Jewish and Christian 
texts and to the magic papyri, where it probably shows Jew- 
ish influence, - and in its giving of the dedicant's name both 
explicitly and in an acrostic. It is like our text in its creedlike 
character, shown in vv. 28/9. "Therefore peoples and cities 
have consecrated thine eye of many names, for thou alone wast 
revered of all." 163 The two hymns of Nikon inscribed in marble 
at Pergamon are notable for the emphasis on cosmic order, for 
the presence in one of the Stoic etymology for ouranos, and 
for the giving of the number-equivalence in letters of the 
dedicant's name.'64 We know also Mesomedes, X and I 15 ff.; 
Statius, Thebaid, I 696 if.; hymns in P. gr. mag., I 296 ff., IV 
436 ff. (and copies); Orphic hymn 8 (to Helios), 34 (to Apollo); 
Proclus hymn I; Anon. in Abel, Orphica, p. 285; Anthologia 
Latina 389; and in prose Menander Rhetor, On epideictic 
speeches, 16, (On Sminthiac Apollo),'65 and Martianus Capella, 
II 191. 

162 Our text is not a hymn: it lacks the normal element of petition at the end. For 
hymn structure, cf. K. Keyssner, Gottesvorstellung und Lebensauffassung im griechi- 
schen Hymnus (Wiirzburger Studien zur Altertumswissenschaft, II, 1932); H. Meyer, 
Hymnische Stilelemente in der friihgriechischen Dichtung (Wtirzburg, 1933). 

163 Cumont, M6moires de la mission archeologique en Perse, XX, 1928, 89 ff.; dat- 
ing ap. Nilsson, Archiv XXX, 164 n. 3. On 0d, cf. Nock, Journ. Egypt. Arch. XV, 
223; Bell-Nock-Thompson, 36; on Mapa, cf. Cumont, C. R. Ac.-Inscr., 1930. 

164 M. Frankel, Inschriften von Pergamon, II 245 f. n. 333; H. Hepding, Ath. Mitt., 
XXXII, 1907, 356 ff. 

165 Edited by Bursian, Abh. Munich, XVI, 1882. 
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In all these we find similar accumulations of epithets and the 
statement of the sun's activities. In the Susa hymn Apollo is 

7ravr6-r7rs, 
i~ramros [Oew-v] (1. 31); in Orph. H. 8 ,uKap, raviepK9s 

EXwv aTlvtov 6ppa, 
T rd' XpvCav'lS . . . 

KOU•LOKparop 
. . 

XPOPOV 
rIrep, d -evaE Zei; in Orphic H. 34, A/dKap . .. 

MEi•e-Tra 
. . . 

Tt~rYv ... rawEPKp'S `0XWP 4aEuclpoToP 6La . . . 
/PaKTa. In 

Mesomedes, X the coming of Helios is expected; I 15 was 

quoted earlier (p. 97). The Division of epideictic speeches' by 
Menander Rhetor or Genethlius gives directions for the com- 

position of hymns, a title then commonly used of prose glorifi- 
cations. One category is that of physikoi, such as were held in 
esteem by Parmenides and Empedocles, dealing with the nature 
of Apollo or of Zeus.1'66 Menander later illustrates this by the 
examples of a hymn to Apollo in which we say that he is the 
sun and speaks about the sun's nature, a hymn to Hera in 
which we speak of her as air, and one to Zeus, in which we speak 
of him as warmth.'16 The work 'On epideictic speeches' gives 
hints for the praising of Apollo Smintheus, opening with a 
prayer that Apollo may give power to the word which is to be 
spoken. After the proem is to follow "0 Sminthian Apollo, 
how shall I address thee? As the sun, the dispenser of light and 
spring of this heavenly radiance, or as mind, as say those who 
tell gods' praises (dos 6 rc7v eoXoyobvrYov X6'yos), mind that passes 
through the regions of heaven and goes through ether to earth? 
Or as the maker of all things, or a second power? . . . But I 
leave these questions to the meditation of the sons of the wise." 
He passes to the birth story, saying, "This story is not alto- 
gether uncongenial to thee, for it had the truer knowledge as 
a thing concealed within itself." 6s It is noteworthy that the 
physical explanation is regarded as suitable for a public and 
popular discourse. Later he says "If we are to tell also the 
more veiled story honored by the sons of the philosophers" and 
speaks of the notion that the sun moves according to musical 
law and governs the universe by harmony."69 It is to be re- 
marked for the end of our text that he states that the praise 

166s p. 8. 
1•7 

P. 36. 
1s8 Pp. 143 f. 169 P. 148. 
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of the speaker's country as dear to Apollo is appropriate; 170 

EK60OWS b- 
7•icp 

r EpaP xcpc XopaV riyaTrp' 6 OE6S 0os, 1cn' 
'avrmp 

KcLXXEL 

8tadpovaav, which is parallel to vtb 6 Xtos MavboiXts da' g, Y r)l 

Lepdv TX.•uY. 
The end of the hymn celebrates Apollo as called 

by many names, as ruler of every race, as Mithras, Horus, 
Dionysus, as lord of the stars according to the Chaldaeans, and 

prays a blessing upon the city and the festival. The composi- 
tion of such hymns was practised by men of high literary 
standing and, as astrological writers inform us, conferred social 

prestige.'' 
The hymn in P. gr. mag., I 296 ff. invokes Apollo as OE6P 

al'•top AlWi&d re 7rdrcov; another hymn found four times in these 
papyri invokes Helios as lord of the elements, /1dKap, 6i40r~ , 

bEar6ra Ki614ov, and asks him if he enters the chasm under the 
earth to send a spirit desired for the determining of the future."'7 
An invocation of Apollo in II 81 ff. bids him descend, AaKap . . . 

TtdrV . A .. aths yatro6xop a, wraAEa.s .. XPLTP7p . . . 

xpvaiULE XpvyOK'XEvOa, glorifies him in respect of the hours of 
the day, and tells of his supremacy over the whole world. TtLrd' 
we find again in Proclus and (as well as p•atXebs) in the anony- 
mous hymn; '"HXML Ttrv' also in P. gr. mag., XXIII 5 (the hymn 
in the Kestoi of Julius Africanus). There is therefore abundant 
and illuminating analogy for our text among Greek hymns to 
Helios and the obvious pleasure taken by its writer in long 
compound epithets is exactly like what we find in the Orphic 
hymns and in the hymns in the magic papyri."73 

170 P. 145. For the honor paid by a god to his home cf. Keyssner, op. cit., 60. 70. 
The Cyme version of the praises of Isis ends Xape Aywrurre Opcaaa& cti (Peek 124); 
compare the numerous inscriptions on autonomous coins struck under the Empire 
glorifying cities. 

171 Firmicus Maternus, Mathesis, III 5. 33 'facit uel cultores [deorum] diuinorum 
simulacrorum uel ornatores deorum uel fabricatores templorum aut hymnologos et 
qui laudes deorum cum iactantiae ostentatione decantent, ex quibus rebus gloriam et 
honores habebunt; Rhetorios in Cat. codd. astr. gr., VIII iv p. 165. 1 f. 

172 Br. Kuster, De tribus carminibus papyri Parisinae magicae (Diss. Konigsberg, 
1911), 18 ff. 

173 Cf. G. Meyer, Nominalkomposition, 64 ff. 
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VIII. THE SPIRIT OF THE RECORD 

Our writer had thus literary models before him and he and 
his fellows who thus recorded their piety belong to the interest- 

ing category of men of the people who sought to approximate 
to literary form.7'" And yet his expression of feelings is some- 
thing more. It is a confession of faith. As such it is not unique, 
and there is one parallel which deserves quotation because it 
comes from a similar or only somewhat higher social level and 
the same intellectual attitude. At Carvoran on the Roman wall 
in England there is this inscription 

imminet Leoni Virgo caelesti situ 
spicifera, iusti inuentrix, urbium conditrix, 
ex quis muneribus nosse contigit deos. 
ergo eadem mater diuum, Pax, Virtus, Ceres, 
dea Syria, lance uitam et iura pensitans. 
in caelo uisum Syria sidus edidit 
Libyae colendum. inde cuncti didicimus. 
ita intellexit numine inductus tuo 
Marcus Caecilius Donatianus militans 
tribunus in praefecto dono principis.175 

They are both statements of belief, and statements which like 
Peter's confession to Jesus are thought to be possible only by 
some supernatural aid."7 Ancient paganism was untheological 
but there was at times in the recognition of deities the self- 
surrender and the acceptance of what was thought to be rev- 
elation, which can be called faith. Such a picture is presented 
in the Heroicus of Philostratus. 

In such documents as this we see the temper which could 
turn to enthusiastic adherence to Christianity. We see also 
certain features which contributed to the special characteristics 

174 This deserves further study; thus there is a marked resemblance between the 
structure of P. Oxy. 1381 and the hymn of Aristides to Zeus; cf. Nock, Journ. Egypt. 
Arch., XVIII, 1932, 81. 

175 Carm. lat. epigr. 24. The tone of these expressions is quite different from accla- 
mations of the eIT Oe6s type: but Kaibel Epigrammata graeca 1139 (an amulet) ap- 
proximates: els BBat, Eil 'AO&p, la rwJ (vC' u rW^W = acr7p: S. Eitrem, Symbolae Os- 
toenses, X, 1932, 155) 0la, els 6 "AKWopL Xa^pPE 

•rTEp K6"IOV, 
Xpat pe -pl/.op4E 0e6s; Cf. 

on it W. Spiegelberg, Archiv, XXI, 1929, 225 ff. (dating it 1-2 cent. A.D.). 
•76 Cf. Reitzenstein, Historia Monachorum 135 ff. for the power to praise God 

regarded as a special gift of God. 
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of Christianity in Egypt. The tendency to seek seclusion has 
been remarked earlier; so has the belief in the efficacy of ascetic 
practice as a preliminary to the attempt to receive revelations, 
and the desire to obtain a revelation to settle a question. We 
see the forerunner of some of the men of the Apophthegmata 
Patrum, who of set purpose sought revelations to answer doubts 
as to the change of the species in the Eucharist, or the question 
whether Melchizedek was the son of God.177 Like them, our 
writer had had contact with ideas from a milieu above his own 
which laid hold upon his imagination because of a certain 

pictorial content which they possessed. He had also an absolute 
conviction of the reality of the supernatural powers to which 
he addressed himself. This quest for gnosis, this faith in self- 
denial, and this conviction sometimes seem to us artificial and 
literary in the Hermetic writings and in the Lausiac History. 
The inscriptions in this temple may suggest to us that there 
was in them something deeprooted. What was sought under 
the new religion was not the same, but the spirit in which it was 

sought was not wholly different. "Quand il n'y en aura plus, 
il y en aura encore." 

177 Cotelier, I 421, 493. Cf. the beginning of the Thaleia of Arius as quoted by 
Athanasius, Contra gentes, I 5; robrWc (his predecessors) Kar' XVOS 'XMop •&yc javlowv 

op1owo 
67os EpLKXvr6s, 0 "roXX "raOCl 5L Tr7,j 

OEo^ 66Sav,, bor6 Te O're laOcp , ovo4av Kal 
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